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 Lt Ashari Pel made her way to Infirmary One to see Dr. Xaran for her yearly physical.  She was hoping that 

this physical would go rather quickly, considering that for the entire year she was relatively healthy.  The only health 

problem she could think of was shortly before the Kairn War, while she was aboard the Pariah returning from the 

Briar Patch after Charissa Xaran had been injured just before she was scheduled to leave the Starbase 719.  

However, she and Topuc had received a clean bill of health after his Pon Farr passed. 

 Almost a year later and she was still surprised by the turn of events during the return trip from the Briar 

Patch.  Charissa had finally told Pel she no longer wanted to continue the physical relationship they had shared, 

revealing her relationship with Enitan Kitran, a Betazoid boy to whom she had been bonded in their youth, with 

whom she intended to marry.  Despite what had happened she was thankful that Rear Admiral Raiajh had allowed 

her to come along on the trip, as she was not family.  During the year leading up to the Kairn attack that had injured 

Charissa aboard the Besiege, Pel had been contemplating ending her relationship with Charissa because the latter 

had been growing distant for months.  It was not until the emergency voyage to the Briar Patch that Pel understood 

the reasons why.  What surprised her, even after Charissa Xaran had returned to Betazed, was that the Admiral – 

Charissa’s adopted mother – still treated Pel, and now her mate Topuc, as part of her own family. 

 Once the opening battle of the Kairn War had ended and the Pariah was allowed to enter the spacedock for 

repairs, Topuc had moved out of his quarters aboard the Pariah and stayed with Ashari in her quarters, taking into 

consideration that the repairs to the former Orion vessel would take time due to the on-going war with the Kairn.  

Commander Hans Spaak, the Pariah’s master and commander, had offered his crew shore leave on the near-empty 

starbase for anyone who wanted it, and Topuc accepted the offer.  While Topuc customarily stayed on the ship 

during leave, it did not surprise Spaak that his first mate wanted to spend time getting reacquainted with his new 

wife. 

 With the Kairn War now ended and the Federation Fifth Fleet’s attention turning back on the exploration of 

space beyond the Typhon Sector, the preliminary repairs of the Pariah were, for the most part, finished.  They were 

being carried out by the crew of the ship, as no Starfleet personnel could be spared while the starbase was still 

undergoing extensive repair. 

 Pel had been granted liberty for the next seventy-two hours and was hoping to spend that time on the 

Pariah helping Topuc either on the bridge of the former Orion ship finishing the necessary repairs or with him in his 

on-ship lab.  And if she was lucky, perhaps she could distract Topuc from his duties or the latest gadget he was 

conjuring up; a chance to spend some time alone with him. 

 Pel finally arrived at Infirmary One and stepped inside.  She looked around and found Dr. Sylvan Xaran, 

the base’s chief medical officer, in his office.  She knocked on the door frame and said, “Hello, Dr. Xaran.  I’m here 

for my physical.” 

 “Fine.  Let’s find a diagnostic bed and a tricorder.”  As Xaran led the young woman out into the 

examination ward, he said, “My wife mentioned you had been approved for a few days off duty.  I’m sure you’re 

anxious to spend some time with Topuc, so I’ll be as quick as I can.” 

 Xaran led Pel over to the closest empty diagnostic bed, picking up his tricorder along the way.  Once the 

Trill woman was settled atop the bed, Xaran began scanning her and quickly noticed that this was not going to be a 

run of the mill exam.  Turning away from the lieutenant for a moment, a quick smile crossed his face as he thought 

back on a remark made by Fleet Captain Koester, who had suggested the doctor test the water aboard the base for 

the cause of what he considered an unusual outbreak aboard the station.  Xaran had run some statistical analysis and 



 

 

determined the trend the Fleet Captain had hinted at was not all that out of the ordinary and in fact was common in 

many societies following the end of a war. 

 What he thought odd was the fact that Pel had not already brought up the subject.  He looked up her 

medical record and there were no recent entries except for the minor injury she received during the battle to liberate 

Starbase 719 from Kairn occupation early during the war, a result of being knocked down when some of the self-

destruct charges detonated. 

 “Ashari, how have you been feeling the last couple of months?  Any nausea?  Swelling?  Tenderness or 

anything else unusual?” 

 “I feel fine Doctor,” Pel replied.  “I haven’t been sick at all, and I haven’t had need to see a doctor since 

just after the Kairn were driven from the base.  Why?” 

 The thrill Xaran experienced every time he was able to break similar news tingled up Xaran’s spine as he 

said, “You’re somewhere between twenty and twenty-two weeks pregnant, Ashari.”  The shocked look on the young 

woman’s face told him that she did indeed have no knowledge of her condition. 

 “What!?” Pel exclaimed in disbelief.  “That’s impossible!  Wouldn’t I know if I were?” 

 “Not necessarily.  But you are far enough along that you should start feeling the baby move very soon,” he 

told her. 

 “Can you tell me if it’s a boy or a girl?” Pel asked. 

 “It’s a girl,” Xaran proclaimed after performing one more scan for confirmation.  “If you want, I can show 

you what she looks like.”  He pulled out a small disk-shaped device that was about 2 mm thick.  “I will even store 

the image in here so you can bring it to show Topuc.” 

 “Yes, please, Doctor!  I want to see what she looks like!” Pel said excitedly. 

 Xaran was not surprised by Pel’s reaction to his news, as his daughter Charissa had mentioned several 

times of the Trill woman’s desire to have a child someday.  He helped Pel to lie down so he could more easily scan 

her abdomen, the better to show her a holographic projection of the child growing inside of her.  Once the scan was 

done he helped her sit back up.  Then, after connecting the scanner to a nearby computer interface, he activated one 

of the infirmary holoprojectors.  Floating in mid-air in front of both of them was a three dimensional representation 

of the fetus.  Pel looked at the hologram in front of her with awe. 

 “Look!” she said, pointing at the image.  “She has Topuc’s ears and eyebrows.  Not to mention my spots.”  

Then the realization of the situation hit her, and Pel started to become worried.  “She’s beautiful, and I can’t believe 

I’m going to be a mother!  What if Topuc doesn’t want to be a father?” 

 Xaran smiled at Pel’s infectious exuberance to the situation.  He put his hand on her shoulder and said, 

“Relax, Ashari.  I’m sure Topuc will be happy.  Perhaps a bit shocked at first, but he will be happy.” 

 “I hope so.  We haven’t talked about children.  I thought we would require help to try to conceive.” 

 “Sometimes medical assistance is necessary, but apparently not this time,” Xaran said to her as he 

transferred a copy of the scan image onto the portable holographic viewer and gave it to Pel.  “Here, go enjoy your 

time off.” 

 Pel took the viewer and quickly left the infirmary, headed to the spacedock and the Pariah.  She truly 

hoped that Dr. Xaran was right.  She was sure Ves, Lady Val and the others would help, but she could not help but 

worry a little.  Topuc could be easily distracted, especially when he got lost in the creation of some new gadget in 

his lab.  She and Nalli had on more than one occasion had to force Topuc to eat, especially the time when he spent 

three straight days improving the capacity of Starfleet’s bio-neural gel-packs.  Even Admiral Janeway had been 

impressed with the fact that the unusual Vulcan had been able to double the processing ability of the gel packs while 

only increasing their size by less than five percent.    

 

* * * 

 

 Lt Pel arrived on the Pariah and the first place she looked for Topuc was on the bridge.  However he was 

nowhere to be seen and Commander Spaak said he was probably in his lab tinkering with his ‘next great invention.’  

She was not sure what he was currently working on, but she knew that Topuc, Lady Val, and Professor Tolek had 



 

 

been working on their own version of a quantum slipstream drive in the hopes of increasing the Pariah’s overall 

speed by several factors, a technology that still remained in the testing stages within Starfleet. 

 Pel made her way to Topuc’s quarters and the door slid open to admit her.  She looked around, but Topuc 

was not there either.  She needed to pass through the stateroom to get to Topuc’s lab, so she dropped her small bag 

on the bunk as she passed through and made her way to the steward’s exit, the one that led to the utility corridors, 

the steward’s galley, and Topuc’s hidden workshop.  As she passed the galley she looked in and saw Nalli there. 

 Nalli noticed Pel looking in and, in her own broken Standard, said, “I’m happy you here.  He’s not eating 

again.  Working on whatever it is he is working on, and forgetting to eat.  He last ate yesterday morning.”  She 

handed Pel several sandwiches and a few drinks in a basket.  “Here.  You make him eat.  Puck listens better to you.” 

 Pel smiled.  She was not sure if he listened ‘better’ to her than to Nalli, but it seemed that when she asked 

Topuc to do something, he would stop what he was doing and pay attention to her… most of the time. 

 “Thanks, Nalli,” Pel said as she reached for the basket.  “Do you think I can have a piece of fruit or two as 

well?” 

 “Sure.  Here’s an orange from Commander Spaak’s stash.  He don’t mind if a few are eaten.  Marie comes 

and takes when she wants,” Nalli said, putting the orange in the basket as well. 

 “Thank you, Nalli,” Pel said, adding the disk Dr. Xaran had given her to the basket.  She then continued 

down the corridor to a non-descript door beyond Nalli’s quarters.  She pressed the opening sequence on the door and 

entered the room, the door closing and locking behind her. 

 She took the disk out before putting the basket on the large work table.  Topuc continued to work, oblivious 

to the fact that Pel had even walked in behind him.  Turning the small viewer over and over in her hands as she 

watched him work, she began to wonder. 

 “Puck, can you please put that down?” she finally asked when it became obvious Topuc still was not aware 

of her presence.  “Wouldn’t you rather spend some time with your wife?  I only have seventy-two hours before I 

need to be back on duty.” 

 Topuc finally turned and looked at Pel with an expression bordering on surprise.  “Doesn’t that start 

tomorrow?” he asked, not realizing he lost track of time. 

 “Trust me, it is tomorrow,” Pel responded before gesturing toward the basket of food.  “I brought lunch and 

a surprise.  Which would you like first?” 

 “You have a surprise for me?” Topuc asked, almost child-like. 

 “Topuc!” Pel exclaimed, trying not to get frustrated.  “Please be serious for a moment.” 

 “Sorry.  What’s the surprise?” he asked.  His voice still showed the exuberance, but it was more subdued. 

 Pel placed the small disk shaped viewer down in front of him.  “This,” she said.  “Go ahead.  Activate it.”  

She smiled, hoping he would be as happy as she was. 

 Topuc activated the small holographic viewer and looked at the image that appeared before him.  He raised 

an eyebrow slightly as he looked at it, both amazed and curious about what he was seeing.  Dr. Ves’Dell, he knew, 

would be giving one of these scans to Lady Val and Marie early next year.  It was that last thought that brought him 

to focus again on the image. 

 ‘Mine?’ he thought to himself.  It took him a moment to process that thought.  He was still amazed that 

Ashari Pel was willing to help him with through Pon Farr the way she did.  Until that day in the Briar Patch, when 

she woke him up to tell him how well his plan to help heal Charissa Xaran had worked, neither had any idea of the 

feelings they hid from themselves and each other.  Now here was a life growing inside her, something they created 

together. 

 He then looked at Pel and saw the worried look on her face, chewing on her lower lip as she watched him 

process the information she had presented to him.  He then found the two stools he had in the lab and made her sit 

on one while he sat on the other.  Although he was still shocked, he smiled. 

 “A girl?” he finally asked. 

 She nodded before saying, “That’s what Doctor Xaran says.  Sorry I didn’t tell you sooner.  I didn’t know 

myself. I only found out today because I had my yearly physical.”  The look of worry returned to her spotted 

features as she asked, “You aren’t upset are you?  I know we haven’t talked about children.” 



 

 

 Topuc leaned toward Pel and wrapped her up in a hug.  “I am not upset,” he assured.  “I am so happy right 

now I do not know if I should shout or cry.”  Apparently he quickly decided on the former, because he suddenly 

pulled back from Pel and activated the intercom.  “Hans, guess what?  I’m going to be a father!” 

 “Is that so?” Spaak’s voice came back, followed by a hearty laugh.  “Don’t worry.  You’ll be great.” 

 The pair continued to hear Spaak laugh as Topuc deactivated the intercom. 

 “You want to eat lunch here?” Pel finally asked.  “Or head back to your quarters?” 

 “Our quarters,” Topuc corrected her.  “And yes, I think we should head back.  If we stay here I’m only 

going to be distracted again.” 

 The two gathered up the basket and the portable holo-viewer and headed back to Topuc’s quarters down the 

hall.  The only thing that interrupted them was when, only another day and a half later, Commander Spaak decided 

to take the ship away from the station on what he told Admiral Raiajh was a delivery run.  The secret mission would 

end up lasting almost two months as Spaak chased down clues leading to a Dominion shape-shifter still in hiding in 

the Alpha Quadrant; a chase that led them right back to Starbase 719. 
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 The Pariah had been back for just a few days, their mission to locate the traitorous shape shifter V’Pier 

N’Vorda a surprising success, when the ship’s purser made her way to Starbase Operations to speak with Admiral 

Raiajh.  As she made her way to operations, she endured the usual stares and cat-calls in regard to her Orion 

uniform, including the oft-made suggestions that Starfleet should consider uniforms like hers for the women. 

 The doors to the turbolift opened into Ops and the clicking of the high thin heels on the deck plates made 

several of the on-watch crewmembers look toward the sound.  One of them was Lt Ashari Pel, settling in to her new 

duties as Assistant Chief of Operations and Beta Shift Ops Officer, replacing ‘Lt. Gregory Korolov,’ who turned out 

to be the former Sarek crewmember and wanted fugitive, V’Pier N’Vorda. 

 The woman who exited looked exactly like the admiral in charge of the starbase and sector.  Except for 

their drastic differences in dress, the two were indistinguishable.  Lady Val made her way to the stairs up to Admiral 

Raiajh’s office.  No one in Ops stopped her, as everyone on duty knew who she actually was and that proper 

credentials and security clearance had been granted to reach the command center.  Ascending the stairs, she was 

surprisingly quiet, as only the soles of her boots touched the treads. 

 Reaching the upper level, she walked over to the admiral’s office door and stepped inside.  The admiral’s 

Flag Aide, Lt Commander Marie Quintero, was not at her desk and had probably stepped out on an errand for the 

admiral, so Lady Val walked unhindered into the admiral’s inner office and stood before the desk.  Over to one side 

of the office she noticed the admiral’s nineteen-month-old son, Korin, was asleep in his playpen.  Lady Val knew 

that early in the new year, both she and Marie Quintero would be showing signs of their own progressing 

pregnancies.  Despite the fact that Quintero had conceived about two weeks earlier, the pair had due dates within 

days of each other. 



 

 

 “I need your help,” Lady Val said without greeting. 

 Admiral Val’ri Raiajh glanced up at her visitor, arching an eyebrow.  “Is that so?” she said.  “Has your 

pregnancy caused you to forget the niceties?” 

 Lady Val looked at her ‘sister’ quizzically.  “Do I really need to say ‘Hi, how are things?’ every time I see 

you?” she asked. 

 “No,” Raiajh replied.  “However, it usually makes ‘I need your help’ a little less daunting.”  She then 

gestured to the visitor chair across the desk from her own and said, “Sit.  Tell me what is so urgent that you need to 

forego the pleasantries and cut right to the chase?” 

 Sitting down, Lady Val said, “I need to secure fifty guest quarters and one VIP quarters on the base for a 

period of about two months starting next month.” 

 “Talk about cutting it close!  It may be a bit difficult, as we are still repairing some areas in the residential 

sections that were damaged during the Kairn occupation.  Why do you need fifty guest quarters?” the admiral asked. 

 “Hans has decided the Pariah requires a complete overhaul and upgrade, which will keep the ship in port 

for at least six months.  Add to that the fact that Puck wants to be here while Ashari’s due date is so close.  So Hans 

decided to invite the family here to the starbase to celebrate the holidays,” Lady Val told her. 

 “The family?” Raiajh asked.  “You mean Hans’ family?  Hans does realize that the Spaak family here in 

this universe is not the same as the one he left behind in your own quantum reality, right?  As far as these people 

know, Hans Spaak died about a decade ago!  His parents had a memorial service for him that I attended.” 

 “Hans contacted his parents back on Earth shortly after I made the transition to this reality,” Lady Val 

explained.  “They were actually overjoyed to hear from him and did not seem the least bit concerned that Hans 

comes from another parallel universe.  They loved it when we visited with the children.  And your statement about 

the memorial service explains why they looked at me strange for the first few minutes after we arrived, then asked if 

you and I were the same person.  The rest of his blood relatives though… that is a slightly different story.  Some 

refused any contact with him, considering him an imposter of some kind.  Others are willing to meet with him and 

make their decision then.  For a few, I think they have accepted the invitation just out of sheer curiosity.” 

 “How big is Hans’ family, that you need fifty sets of quarters?” Raiajh asked cautiously. 

 “He’s inviting everyone who wants to come,” Lady Val responded.  “Parents, aunts, uncles, nieces, 

nephews, cousins.   And you know cousins include Konstantin’s family; all five living generations.  He’s even 

inviting your daughter Charissa and her husband Jonathan with their families.  Think about it!  A chance to see your 

granddaughter,” Lady Val said. 

 “Thank you for that,” Raiajh said gratefully.  “You didn’t have to invite them.  But it would be nice to have 

the entire family together for a while.”  She accessed the listing of quarters assignments constantly updated by the 

station’s billeting officer and checked the reservations for the next several months.  “We should be able to 

accommodate everyone, provided their arrival dates are staggered.  Now why the VIP quarters?  Surely Hans’ 

parents don’t need anything quite so elaborate?” 

 “Jethro,” Lady Val said.  “And his family of course.” 

 “Of course,” Raiajh replied, knowing who Lady Val was referring to as, by coincidence, both women were 

related to Jethro Spaight through marriage - Lady Val through Hans, Spaight’s cousin, and the Admiral through her 

husband Sylvan Xaran, whose own cousin - Starfleet Lt Commander Addisyn Povron – was Spaight’s wife.  “You 

know Jethro won’t want such formalities.  He’s going to want the same type of quarters assigned to everyone else.” 

 “I know, but Hans is insisting on it,” Lady Val replied.  “Jethro Spaight is the family patriarch, after all.” 

 Raiajh sighed.  “You know that was not on purpose,” she said.  “Jethro didn’t expect to wake up and find 

that over 350 years had passed since the Bonhomme Richard first set out on its mission.  Addie told me about how 

embarrassed he was when he was told by crew of the Independence that he was a famous author, that his family had 

published all his writings after the Eugenics Wars – both his journals and fiction.  She told me the latter embarrassed 

him more because of their subject matter, as Terrans considered the works to be erotic literature.” 

 “They were pretty tame if you ask me.  Sort of like the books mother would give me to read when I was 

growing up to get me interested in the idea of …,” Lady Val started to say before she was interrupted by Admiral 

Raiajh raising her hand. 



 

 

 “Don’t remind me,” Raiajh remarked.  “Anyone else coming here I need to know about?” 

 “Topuc and Ashari’s parents,” Lady Val replied.  “In fact, they are arriving first.  Today in fact, but they 

will be staying on the Pariah.” 

 “Speaking of Topuc and Ashari,” Raiajh said, considering the topic had been raised.  “Are you going to be 

planning a baby shower for Ashari?” 

 “I was planning on it.  Why do you ask?” 

 “I was thinking of authorizing the use of the large conference room on level A1-66 for it.  The one that was 

used during the Kairn War for on-base war briefings.  That way there will be plenty of room for both Starfleet and 

Pariah crew and guests to come if they wish.  B’Elanna has been asking me if there is going to be a shower,” the 

Admiral explained. 

 “I was thinking right around stardate 65892?  That would be about a week before her predicted due date on 

stardate 65909,” Lady Val stated. 

 “Good.  Shall we plan for stardate 65892.5, 1730 hours, in the conference room?  I’ll make sure Cathryn 

has her tied down on duty in Ops that day.  Then, near the end of the duty shift, I can call her to the conference room 

for a few minutes on official business.  I’m sure Hans can find a way to get Topuc there around that same time.” 

 Lady Val looked at her ‘sister’ and replied, “You can count on it, even if he has to stun Puck with a phaser 

and carry him there.” 

 “I hope it doesn’t come to that,” the admiral stated.  “Although it wouldn’t surprise me to see Hans carrying 

an unconscious Topuc through the starbase over his shoulder.” 

 

* * * 

 

 At the same time Lady Val was busy making plans with her ‘sister’ in Ops, back on board the Pariah in 

spacedock, Commander Hans Spaak had started to dispatch a series of subspace communiqués.  Contacting a 

business acquaintance on Earth, he put in an order for twenty 2-meter tall and three 6 meter tall Grand Fir Christmas 

trees.  One of the three large trees was destined for the cargo bay on the Pariah, the second was for the private room 

of the Bastogne Lodge on the base, and the third for Starbase Operations as a morale booster for the crew – 

considering it would be the one year anniversary since the Kairn attack on the base – even though Admiral Raiajh 

and Captain Pearson had no knowledge of its imminent arrival; again using his ‘better to ask forgiveness’ approach. 

 Spaak also checked on other perishable items that he was having shipped from Earth for what he planned 

would be two month long festivities on board the Pariah.  He was inviting over 150 members of his extended 

family, even though he knew some of them would refuse his invitation, and he did not want them to be a burden on 

the base’s resources.  He had to make sure he would have enough food and drink on hand to feed such a large crowd 

in the Pariah’s cargo bay daily, as well as for the numerous festivities that would be held throughout the last two 

months of the year 2388. 

 Once he was done with his communiqués, Spaak made a tour of the Pariah to see how the new upgrades 

were progressing.  They were integrating the bio-neural gel-packs that Topuc had improved upon as well as some 

new equipment in engineering.  Stopping there, he looked over the device in question, something Topuc had cobbled 

together with Lady Val and her father, Professor Tolek.  Trial runs, tested aboard one of the two shuttles the Pariah 

carried, demonstrated the device worked as planned.  With it, his ship would return to being the one of the fastest 

ships in either the Alpha or Beta Quadrants.  The Federation starship USS Aventine was equipped with the 

technology for trials and testing purposes, but the Pariah was going to be the first private vessel with quantum 

slipstream technology aboard. 

 The integration of the new device was going well, though it would be months before even simulation trials 

could begin, with the work being supervised by Topuc.  More like Topuc was doing most of the work, Spaak noted 

as he watched briefly, with some help from Tolek and the Pariah’s engineering staff.  Ashari Pel would have 

probably been helping as well, but her transfer to the afternoon Beta shift from the evening Gamma shift kept her 

from doing so at present, though Spaak presumed she would most likely be along later to help – provided she was up 

to it.  Satisfied work was progressing at an acceptable pace; Spaak continued his tour of his ship. 



 

 

* * * 

 

 After both Pel and Topuc’s parents had arrived on the station and settled in aboard the Pariah, they joined 

the Spaak family, Topuc, and Ashari in the living area of Commander Spaak’s quarters.  Despite the amount of 

people who were there, the room was large and it felt comfortable, not crowded, even with all the children spending 

time with their grandparents. 

 Over conversation, Chanor Pel – Ashari’s father – noticed the cello and music stand sitting in one corner of 

the room and said, “I wasn’t aware you played, Commander Spaak.  Had I known, I might have brought my own 

instrument with me.  I would be interested in playing with you, if you would allow me to use your instrument.” 

 Spaak nodded as he walked over to the cabinet to get one of the other instruments he played.  Trying to 

decide between the violin and the viola, he finally reached for and took hold of his violin case and sat down near Mr. 

Pel.  “Only Val and Marie have heard me play this in the last dozen or so years,” he said.  He looked at his First wife 

and smiled before returning his attention to his guests.  “I use to play with an orchestra when I was younger, but 

stopped playing formally when I went to the Academy.” 

 “What would you like to play?” Mr. Pel asked. 

 “Let’s see if I can still play something with another musician,” Spaak remarked.  Lady Val took the violin 

out of the case and handed it to her husband, who checked the tuning and warmed up for a few moments. 

 When Spaak was finally ready, Chanor Pel asked, “How about the overture to Le Nozze de Figaro?
1
” 

 “Good selection,” Spaak responded as they started to play.  He was rusty, not having played along with 

another musician for some time, but their audience could hear that he had at one time played with an aptitude which 

spoke of the fact he could have considered a career as a concert musician. 

 “You did well,” Mr. Pel remarked.  “How long has it been since you played with another?” 

 “Since I was thrown out of Starfleet,” Spaak replied quietly, as if not wanting the others to hear.  “I played 

with a string quartet aboard the USS Phoenix.  After I was dismissed from the service I didn’t have anyone to play 

with.  Since then, the only others I have played for other than myself are Val, Marie, and the children.  Until today.  

I felt that Topuc and Ashari deserved something special.” 

 “They do.  That was why I chose the piece we performed,” Mr. Pel said.  “It has a special meaning for 

Ashari.  It was the first thing she heard me play.  It was during a performance of Le Nozze de Figaro at the 

Metropolitan Opera House in New York City on Earth.  That day was the first time her mother had taken her to one 

of my performances so she could see what her father did when he was working.” 

 “I remember!” Ashari Pel said, a sudden excitement in her voice.  “I was ten at the time.  We had just 

moved to Earth.  It was about a month after…”  She abruptly stopped talking as the conversation brought up a 

memory that she did not wish to recall, especially during this happy occasion. 

 Chanor Pel quickly realized what was happening and said to his daughter, “I’m sorry, Ashari.  You told me 

how much you enjoyed the performance.  I never realized that you had associated it with that horrible event.” 

 Topuc moved to comfort his wife, but she held her hand up and said, “I don’t usually, Father, but the two 

events are rather close together.  I thought it was a big thrill that I was able to get to see what you did when you said 

you were working.  Mom thought I might be bored but I was actually rather intrigued.  Not so much the story, but 

the complexity of the music.  At ten, I thought it was incredible that a human had created music so beautiful and 

complex at the same time.” 

 While everyone agreed with Pel’s point, they turned the course of conversation away from the music to 

keep from stressing the young woman and so everyone could enjoy the evening.  As Pel realized what everyone was 

doing, she said, “Can you play something else?  I do love hearing you play, Father.” 

 “Of course,” proclaimed Spaak as he returned his violin to his chin and looked at Chanor Pel. 

 

* * * 

 

 

 



 

 

Stardate 65889.3 

1220 hours 

 

 So far it had been a quiet day in Ops, and Lt Ashari Pel had only recently assumed the watch as Beta shift 

had started.  However, she knew there were a few ships due in to the station on the schedule that day, and one was 

from the colony world of Bel Terra.  That ship was currently on approach to the station. 

 It was rumored that the colony had been settled by a group of augmented humans – the genetically-

engineered ‘supermen’ of the early 1990’s – that had been found adrift aboard another DY-100-class ship about two 

years after the discovery of the  Bonhomme Richard.  With other humans from Earth, some of whom may have been 

distantly-related descendants of the augments, they had broken ties with the Federation and settled on Bel Terra to 

begin building their own idealized version of Earth circa the late 20
th

 and early 21
st
 centuries, including independent 

countries and governments.  They had hoped to avoid the same mistakes some of the leaders of that time had made 

that started the fighting among that led to the Eugenics Wars.  Admiral Raiajh – when she had learned of the 

colony’s existence – had been a bit surprised that the Federation was willing to leave them alone, but it was the 

opinion of many in Starfleet and the Federation Council that it would take several generations before Bel Terra 

might be considered a concern, and not being a Federation member world the colony fell outside the Federation’s 

laws against human genetic engineering.  Starfleet Intelligence – and more likely Section 31 if it actually existed – 

were keeping a concealed eye on them, making sure that they were not working on further genetic modification 

projects. 

 Near the lounge area on the upper level that circled Ops, Admiral Raiajh stood leaning on the rail half way 

between her own office and the office of the base’s executive officer, Captain Cathryn Elisabeth Pearson.  She was 

watching the large main viewscreen, where a ship had dropped out of warp not far from the station before hailing 

them.  Lt Pel put the transmission on speaker to allow the admiral to hear as well as see it. 

 “Federation Starbase 719, this is the Bel Terran Senatorial Transport Spitfire.  We are transporting one of 

our Senators and are requesting permission to dock.” 

 The senator the transport was carrying was a representative of what the Bel Terrans called the ‘re-

established United States’ on Bel Terra, whose citizens had used the original United States Constitution and just its 

first ten amendments as the basis for their government.  As such, the senator on board the transport was appointed, 

not elected. 

 “I told you not to say that!” a voice in the background said, his accent unmistakable, causing a slight smile 

to spread across Raiajh’s lips.  Definitely appointed, she thought to herself, as she knew the man in question would 

never have ventured into politics unless asked to do so. 

 “Sorry, Senator.  It is policy,” the pilot apologized.  Raiajh could just barely hear the Bel Terran Senator 

grumbling just off screen, unable to make out his exact words. 

 Lt Pel was about to respond to the docking request when Raiajh looked down into Ops and said, “I’ll 

handle this, Lieutenant.”  She then addressed the pilot on the viewscreen as she said, “Transport vessel Spitfire, you 

have permission to dock.  Welcome to Starbase 719 Senator Jethro Spaight.  I hope you and your family had a 

pleasant journey?” 

 Another man appeared from one side of the viewer.  He was a strong-looking man with dark brown hair, 

mustache, and goatee who looked like he was barely in his twenties, though Raiajh knew him to be – in fact – thirty 

three chronological years in age.  He addressed Raiajh directly as he said, “It was, Admiral, until just now.  I really 

didn’t want this to be a diplomatic mission.  I’m here on vacation with my family, not on official business.” 

 “I know, Jethro,” Raiajh replied more casually.  “I don’t like formality either, but in certain situations you 

just need to accept it.  I’ll see you and your family on board the Pariah this evening for dinner.  Raiajh, out.” 

 

* * * 

 

 

 



 

 

Docking Bay 

Starbase 719 

1400 hours 

 

 Working to help establish colony worlds was what Lt Commander Hadrian Lehnsheer enjoyed best.  He 

had not been happy to learn he was being transferred to a starbase from his most recent duties on Bel Terra.  

Starfleet had asked him to head up the new colony support operations that were recently approved for Starbase 719.  

Following the destruction of Romulus and Remus and the chaos that had ensued in the former Romulan Star Empire, 

Starbase 719 had become the primary support base for several new Romulan colonies that – with Federation 

assistance – were being established for the refugees fleeing the anarchy of the Empire as well as several new 

Federation colonies in the Fifth Fleet Area of Responsibility.  The levels between the station’s large open botanical 

garden and recreation area above and the chemical storage and fusion reactors below had been converted and set 

aside for agricultural use.  They served a dual purpose; colony support and helping to make the starbase more self-

sufficient, considering how far out on the frontier of ‘civilized’ space the station was located.  With the aid of holo-

technology and special lighting systems, one whole level was designed to grow and support orchards.  Another was 

designated for growing vegetables and grains.  Still another for livestock. 

 Lehnsheer did not understand why he had been asked to head up the Colony Support Services aboard 

Starbase 719, but if the job consisted of only taking care of the project and nothing else, he was hopeful he could 

live with that – provided he was able to avoid most people, especially telepaths.  Mostly he wanted nothing more 

than to return to working with the colonists themselves, and hoped to persuade Admiral Raiajh to transfer him back 

to his preferred duty. 

 Admiral Raiajh herself was busy up in Ops with the recent docking of the Bel Terran transport, and since 

the project was more of a civilian matter being overseen by Starfleet, Raiajh had asked her Civilian Ombudsman, 

Dr. Jill Xaran, to greet Lt Commander Lehnsheer and formally welcome him to the base.  Raiajh had met Lehnsheer 

a few times while stationed on Earth and knew of his disdain of telepaths.  She warned her sister-in-law that the 

meeting might not go smoothly.  She just hoped that Lehnsheer would be a bit more at ease with a civilian than 

someone from Starfleet. 

 The current matriarch of Betazed’s Tenth House did not mind the change of pace from her normal duties in 

the infirmary, and enjoyed the variety of assignments that Raiajh had her oversee aboard the station.  The Colony 

Support Services was just the latest, and they were dealing with foodstuffs that would be used both on the base and 

to help support and stock nearby colonies.  Before heading to meet the commander, Dr. Xaran had looked up 

Lehnsheer’s records.  His official file indicated Lehnsheer was half-human, about one-quarter Betazoid, the rest of 

his bloodline made up of various other non-Federation species.  As she entered the embarkation area of the base 

where the Spitfire had docked, she noticed a man wearing a Starfleet uniform with the mustard-colored shoulders 

step out of the gangway.  Another thing she noticed was that he was wearing a pair of similar colored gloves.  Raiajh 

had mentioned that after the end of the Dominion War, Lehnsheer had started wearing them to cover the scars he 

suffered at the hands of the Cardassians and Dominion.  Since there was no regulation against wearing gloves such 

as these in the uniform regulations, the gloves remained. 

 Dr. Xaran stepped up to the man and said, “Hello.  I’m Doctor Jill Xaran.  You must be Lieutenant 

Commander Hadrian Lehnsheer?” 

 Having grown up with his Grandmother on Betazed, Lehnsheer had learned to dislike the assertive nature 

of Betazoid women.  He naturally raised his guard, both mental and emotional, when he saw Xaran approach.  Not 

sure who this doctor with the thick brown-black wavy hair and black eyes was, other than the fact that she was 

undoubtedly Betazoid, Lehnsheer replied, “Kiss my ass.”  He had no desire to deal with this woman while he waited 

for Admiral Raiajh to arrive so he could plead his case to be sent back to the colony. 

 “That wasn’t exactly the greeting I was expecting, Commander,” Xaran stated. 

 “Look, lady, if you don’t mind, I’m waiting for Admiral Raiajh in hopes of convincing her to let me return 

to where I came from,” Lehnsheer said. 



 

 

 “She isn’t coming,” Xaran explained.  “The Admiral is tied up with the arrival of a politician from the 

colony on Bel Terra.  She sent me to meet with you instead.” 

 “I’ll wait.  I have time,” Lehnsheer remarked before repeating his earlier comment to Xaran.  From there 

the conversation turned even sourer as the two began trading insults. 

 “You must not have any Betazoid in you, despite what your record says,” Xaran remarked after several 

brief back and forth’s.  “If you did, you would be able to tell a woman with taste and intelligence.” 

 “If you had taste and intelligence, Doctor, you wouldn’t be picking arguments with people you don’t 

know,” Lehnsheer retorted. 

 “You would be surprised, Lieutenant Commander Hadrian Lehnsheer, what I do know about you.  Besides, 

if you’re up for it, I like a challenge.” 

 Lehnsheer’s eyes grew wide, and for a second Xaran could see into his mind; the utter terror of someone 

seeing the injury he suffered at the hands of the Cardassians during the war.  Then, just as quickly, she was graced 

with some odd musical choices, each of which only seemed to last a few seconds or more before a different one 

started.   “You couldn’t handle it Doctor,” Lehnsheer stated flatly as he crossed his arms over his chest. 

 Xaran had seen the mental images and Lehnsheer’s attempt to try to cover them up.  Being just two inches 

shorter than her brother Sylvan, Jill Xaran was able to get right up into Lehnsheer’s face, look him in the eye, and 

say, “I can handle it, but I’m not going to push back against your attempts to keep me out without your permission.  

I was raised to respect the thoughts of others.” 

 Lehnsheer looked Xaran right in her eyes, his voice taking on a dangerous growling tone as he said, “I grew 

up around Betazoids, and I am not in the mood for a Betazoid female treating me like a damned pet.  The things in 

my head are classified.  No one gets in to see them without permission.” 

 “If I was looking for a pet, Mister Lehnsheer, I would go buy a kitten in the recreation area.  Like I said, I 

don’t poke where I’m not wanted.  But back to my original point… If you insist on waiting for Admiral Raiajh, you 

will be waiting for a long, long time.  She requested I oversee this project, as it’s a combined effort between 

civilians and Starfleet.  Like it or not, we’re going to be working together.  Either we get along or we don’t.  And 

you don’t need to guard your thoughts so closely around me.  Like I said, I won’t push past your defenses without 

your permission, and since you aren’t giving it, you have nothing to worry about.  As for your security concerns…”  

Xaran handed Lehnsheer a padd showing him her authority in regard to the Colony Support Services project and her 

security clearance.  “Captain Pearson and Commander Harkonnen were able to explain the benefits of your proposal 

to Rear Admiral Raiajh.  Your transfer here came from the authority of Starfleet’s Chief of Ops, not Admiral Raiajh, 

so there is not much, if anything, she can do about it.  Sorry if that news wasn’t what you wanted to hear.” 

 “Damn,” he muttered as he looked at Xaran.  “Maybe retirement isn’t such a bad idea?” 

 “That would be a shame,” Xaran remarked.  “I heard Captain Pearson and Admiral Raiajh are looking 

forward to working with you.  And both thought you might enjoy serving with Konstantin Harkonnen.” 

 “That I could handle,” Lehnsheer remarked off-handedly.  “Just as long as I don’t have to be around you,” 

he added with a smirk. 

 “Sorry.  I may not be in Starfleet, but concern for the health and safety of the civilians on this base falls to 

the Civilian Ombudsman, and that’s me.  So expect we will need to be around each other.  I was hoping that it could 

be on friendly terms, as it would make things easier for both of us.” 

 “You sure you’re not in Starfleet?” Lehnsheer asked, giving Xaran a side-long glance.  “I usually like 

civilians.” 

 “No, I’m just the official liaison between Starfleet and the civilians aboard the station.  We just need to get 

along.  I’m not going to make you like me.  However, I was going to ask if you wanted to grab a bite to eat.” 

 Lehnsheer looked at Xaran, for the first time realizing how long it had been since he last had a proper meal. 

 “I could eat,” he muttered.  “But it doesn’t mean anything more than that.” 

 “I never said it did.  What are you in the mood for?” 

 “Food,” he said, looking at her.  His hair fell over onto his face, doing nothing to hide the redness of the 

tips of his ears.  “I like all kinds of food.  I’ve not had anything to eat today.” 



 

 

 She held up a small bag.  “I need to drop this off with the doctor aboard the IMV Pariah anyway.  Their 

mess isn’t the fanciest, but they’ve got the best food anywhere on this base, and there’s never a wait for a table.” 

 “The Pariah is here at this starbase?” Lehnsheer remarked.  “I’ve eaten in their mess plenty of times.  Their 

doctor is about the only person I trust to treat...”  The Starfleet officer’s voice trailed off as he looked away briefly 

before turning back and changing the subject.  “I like their Chef.  He makes the best pumpkin pie.” 

 “Then if you’re game, let’s go,” Xaran said, pointing in the direction they would have to go to reach the 

Pariah.  “Perhaps while we are having dinner, we can talk about what is bothering you, if you like?” she suggested, 

her voice taking on a softer tone. 

 “You are what’s bothering me,” Lehnsheer said.  “It’s your perfume.” 

 “I don’t wear perfume, Mister Lehnsheer,” Xaran stated.  “It might have adverse effects on my patients, 

especially those with sensitive olfactory senses.  Perhaps you smell my soap?  I hope the scent isn’t offensive to you 

at least.” 

 Lehnsheer stopped and used his hair to hide his face again.  She could tell that he was getting flustered. 

 “It’s not offensive, Doctor,” he finally said as they neared the gangway leading to the Pariah.  “But it is 

unnerving.  And call me Hadrian.  Mister Lehnsheer is my father.” 

 “I will call you Hadrian if you will call me Jill,” Xaran replied, hoping that he would relax a bit. 

 

* * * 

 

1930 Hours 

IMV Pariah 

 

 The cargo bay had been set up as a dining hall for Spaak’s guests.  The setting was much more subdued 

than those times his First wife would set up for parties.  The look was utilitarian but it served its function; buffet 

style food for feeding large amounts of people several times a day lined one wall.  Spaak had also made sure he 

replicated a few high chairs for the infants and toddlers amongst the group. 

 In one of the corners a bunch of tables were pushed together to make a larger seating area to accommodate 

the group consisting of Admiral Raiajh, her husband and family, Spaak and both his wives and children, and one of 

Spaak’s honored guests, Jethro Spaight and his wife, Addisyn Povron, and their three kids. 

 As neither Povron nor Spaight had ever met Spaak or his wives face to face before, Lady Val had spent 

several minutes trying to convince Spaight that she was not the Admiral, nor did she have two husbands.  It was not 

until Raiajh and Xaran arrived and he saw both the Admiral and Lady Val together that he accepted they were not 

the same person.  Povron caught on quickly, especially when she saw the three Spaak children.  It was little 

Valerie’s brilliant blue eyes that convinced her, as all of the children of her maternal first-cousin Dr. Sylvan Xaran, 

had his eye color, just like her own children had the same solid-black irises. 

 Around the table the children sat together in similar age groups; Corrine sat with the twins, Hans and 

Valerie, as well as Spaight and Povron oldest girl, Beth.  Their middle child, a boy named Linus, sat with Thaddeus.  

Korin sat next to his mother in a high chair, and Povron’s youngest, Karen, in her carry seat, which rested in another 

highchair next to her father.  Katrina and Julian sat with Ayana, who tagged along because she went to the 

Admiral’s quarters after school to do homework with Julian.  She kept her distance from her mother, Jill Xaran, who 

was sitting at the opposite end of the cargo bay with someone she had not met before. 

 Sensing what was happening with her mother; she looked at Dr. Sylvan Xaran and said, “Uncle Sylvan, can 

I sleep over in your quarters tonight?  I think my mom is going to prefer I be elsewhere tonight.” 

 Xaran looked over in the direction of his sister, unsure what to make of the situation, but decided to err on 

the side of caution.  “I’m not so sure, but before we leave, I’ll let her know you’re staying the night with us.” 

 Ayana rolled her eyes at her uncle and with a voice that dripped with sarcasm, replied, “I may only be 

thirteen, but I’m not blind.  You know as well as I do that she’s entered the Phase and that poor man doesn’t stand a 

chance!” 



 

 

 Xaran shook his head at Ayana, musing to himself how much she was like her mother.  Spaak however was 

not too pleased by the girl’s attitude but before he could say anything, Raiajh spoke up.  “Ayana, I warned you about 

taking that tone with us. Your mother may not care, but how many times have you been told to respect your uncle.” 

 Ayana felt like she was being studied under a microscope with everyone staring at her.  After a moment she 

changed her attitude and apologized to Xaran for her behavior. 

 A short time later, as dinner wound down, Spaak asked the chef to bring out their special dessert.  It was a 

recipe called Snickers Ice Cream Cake that Chef made special in honor of Jethro Spaight.  On a thin layer of dark 

chocolate cake, Chef layered vanilla ice cream with peanuts mixed in, with freshly made caramel covered in a hard 

chocolate shell. 

 Spaak’s steward, along with help from Nalli, handed out slices of the cake as Chef made his way over to 

the table where Lt Commander Hadrian Lehnsheer was still sitting and talking with Dr. Jill Xaran. 

 “Good evening, Doctor Xaran, Lieutenant Commander Lehnsheer,” the El-Aurian man stated as he 

approached the table with a pie.  “I wanted to apologize for not having any pumpkin pie ready.  I was not expecting 

you to be here.  I should have some in the next day or two.  However, in the meantime, I do have this.” He presented 

the confection to the couple.  “I had designated this as a night for serving ice cream cakes and pies.  This is a 

pumpkin ice cream pie that I made for this evening.” 

 “I’ll try a slice,” Lehnsheer said, Jill Xaran agreeing.  The pie looked good, and while Xaran was in the 

mood for ice cream, but not anything overly sweet.  The spiced ice cream was exactly what she was looking for. 

 

* * * 

 

Stardate 65892.4 

 

 With so many visitors coming to the starbase, Charissa and Jonathan Xaran – the admiral and chief medical 

officer’s now-adult children – decided to share the normally vacant two-bedroom quarters that would otherwise 

normally be assigned to the station’s Chief Medical Officer, had he not been married to the station commander, with 

their families.  Charissa and Enitan Kitran made use of one of the bedrooms, while Jonathan and his wife Anya 

shared the other with their thirteen month old daughter, Misha.  The toddler sat on the floor playing with her doll, 

carrying on an imaginary conversation, while the four adults sat in chairs around her in the quarter’s living room.  

Their conversation was interrupted by the door chime. 

 “Come,” called out Charissa.  The entry door swished open and Dr. Sylvan Xaran walked in.  He was 

wearing his uniform without the familiar lab coat over it, having been relieved in the infirmary by Dr. T’Pannia so 

that he could spend a little time with his family.  Little Misha turned to see who the new person who walked in was, 

watching him with curiosity.  After a moment, she put down the doll and stood up, slowly walking over to the 

doctor, and raised her arms wanting to be picked up.  Xaran picked up his granddaughter and held her tightly to his 

body.  A second later he commented, “I think we better take care of that diaper first, Misha.” 

 “I be taking care of that, Doctor Xaran,” Anya said as she began to get up from the couch. 

 As Xaran moved over to the changing table that had been set up to one side of the living room, he said, 

“Nonsense, Anya.  Sit.  I’ve changed plenty of diapers in my lifetime, including a few earlier today.”  He then 

looked at the others and added, “I know it’s short notice, but if anyone is up for it, there’s a baby shower for Ashari 

in half an hour.” 

 “I am,” Charissa said.  “I was worried I might have already missed it.  I brought a gift for Ashari and 

Topuc.” 

 “I did as well,” Anya added in her native Avalonian accent.  “I be happy when Charissa returned to Betazed 

and be telling me that Ashari and Topuc now be together.  When Jonathan and I be here last, you could tell that there 

be something between them, even if they be telling everyone no.” 

 “I know, Anya,” Xaran said.  “Everyone saw it, including Charissa.  The only people who didn’t see it were 

Ashari and Topuc themselves.  It required Topuc’s own physiology to finally get them to see what everyone else 

was seeing.” 



 

 

 “That may be true,” Charissa commented.  “But Topuc is still confused inside.  He still believes he took 

Ashari from me, no matter how many times both Ashari and I have told him that wasn’t the case.  I’m going to the 

shower to wish them both well, but I can almost guarantee that Puck will do his best to avoid me.” 

 “I know,” said Xaran.  “It has just been an added stress for Ashari.  She’s hoping T’Mera will be what he 

needs to finally settle down.  Ashari’s not questioning Topuc wanting to be with her, she knows he does, but she 

said she hates it when you contact them and he does his best to be elsewhere.” 

 Once finished changing his granddaughter’s diaper, Xaran held her while he joined the others.  It was only 

a short time before she wanted to be put back down on the deck once again to resume playing with her doll.  It was 

only a few minutes more before everyone got up, Anya collected Misha, her doll, and other necessary items, and the 

entire group left the quarters for the base’s main conference room – stopping long enough in one of the day care 

centers along the way to pick up Xaran’s own child, Korin. 

 

* * * 

  

Stardate 65892.5 

 

 Normally Lady Val would have used the Pariah’s own kitchen for the preparation of the food for an event 

aboard the ship, but with the constant feeding of well over a hundred mouths several times a day she decided on this 

particular occasion to turn to the base’s ever-popular restaurant, Liberty Pointe, for the catering of this event.  It 

wasn’t something that the restaurant commonly did, but they were extremely well compensated for their troubles by 

the commander of the Pariah. 

 People were already starting to arrive and mingle about.  Dr. Sylvan Xaran and most of his family had 

arrived just a few minutes before, and many who recognized Charissa came over to see how she was doing and 

wondered if she had any plans of returning to Starfleet in the future.  Lt. Commander B’Elanna Torres even 

commented that Captain McLeod had expressed the wish that she had not left. 

 It was getting close to the time the party was scheduled, and the only four invited guests that had not yet 

arrived were Admiral Raiajh, Commander Hans Spaak, and the honored guests: Topuc and Ashari Pel.  Everyone in 

attendance was anxious for the final guests to arrive.  Finally, nearly five minutes after the appointed time, the doors 

to the room opened to admit first Spaak Hans and Topuc.  As the two men stepped into the room, the doors began to 

swish closed again before quickly re-opening, admitting Admiral Raiajh and Lt Ashari Pel.  Once Pel was in the 

room, everyone yelled, “Surprise!” startling the young Trill woman.  Her squeal caused Topuc to almost instantly be 

at her side, making sure the sudden shock did not cause her to go into premature labor.  He quickly called Dr. 

Ves’Dell over. 

 “Relax, Puck,” the Orion doctor stated after quickly looking Pel over.  “I checked her a few hours ago.  

She’s still got at least another week to go.” 

 Admiral Raiajh looked over at Spaak and shook her head.  He smiled and reassured Topuc that everything 

was fine.  Raiajh then headed further into the conference room, walking toward her family who were standing in one 

corner.  They were joined by Katrina, who had made her way there and was playing with her youngest brother, 

Korin.  Raiajh knew Julian was probably with Ayana, and Corrine she knew was with her cousins and Raiajh’s 

father, Tolek, who had taken the four children down to Stellar Cartography for an astronomy lesson while the baby 

shower was occurring.  She went to pick up the 20-month old Korin to give him a hug and was greeted with, “No!  

No!  Down!” as his legs kicked wildly.  She sighed, gave him a kiss on the cheek and put him back down.  The joy 

of the ‘terrible twos,’ as it was called by humans. 

 Dr. Xaran moved over to his wife with Misha, who was holding onto his hands and walking with the 

unsteady gait common to a child just learning to walk, and he gave Raiajh a kiss on the cheek. 

 “You know it doesn’t last forever, Imzadi,” he told her. 

 She smiled at her husband weakly and said, “I know.” 

 Seeing the Admiral pick up and put down her uncle, Misha let go of Xaran’s hands and stood in front of the 

Admiral and lifted her arms. 



 

 

 “Up,” was only word the toddler said.  Admiral Raiajh looked down and obliged the girl. 

 “At least someone is happy to see me,” she remarked, picking up her granddaughter.  “I see everyone who 

wanted to be here has made it.  Do you know where Julian is?” 

 “He’s with Ayana and my sister, checking out the new Colony Support Services sections down below.  

They are going to be helping out with the new greenhouse plantings today.” 

 “Looks like Commander Lehnsheer is getting settled in then.  I was a bit worried at first because Jill said he 

wanted to immediately be transferred back to his last posting instead of remaining here.” 

 “From what I can tell, Jill seems to be the reason he’s staying,” Xaran remarked with a sly smile.  “This is a 

good thing for her, as she’s starting to show signs of entering ‘the phase’.” 

 “Lucky him,” Raiajh said jokingly.  “Perhaps he will be the one that finally gets your sister to settle down.” 

 “I guess we’ll see,” Xaran replied noncommittally. 

 

* * * 

 

 Charissa noticed Topuc and Pel start to walk in her direction.  When Topuc noticed where they were 

headed, he started to move away in another direction, subtly prompting his wife as he did. 

 “Don’t you dare walk away, Topuc,” Charissa said, causing the Vulcan to stop mid-stride and turn around 

to face Charissa meekly.  She could feel the waves of guilt emanating from him, still feeling that he was responsible 

for Charissa Xaran and Ashari Pel separating and going their separate ways. 

 “I was just going to get Ashari something to drink,” he said in an almost pathetic attempt to lie. 

 “Bull!  And you know it,” Charissa replied.  “There’s a reason Vulcan’s don’t lie.  They can’t pull it off 

believably.  And how many times is it going to take before you realize that I’m happy for you and Ashari?  If I 

wasn’t, I would have done everything in my power to avoid this function, but I didn’t!  Not to mention I would have 

done everything to keep Ashari from you, instead of encouraging the two of you to spend time together without me.” 

 “But you and Ashari were together,” Topuc countered. 

 “From the beginning Ashari knew about Enitan,” Charissa explained.  “She hoped I would change my mind 

despite knowing how I felt about keeping and protecting Betazoid culture.  I almost did.  But the more I thought 

about it, the more I knew what I needed to do.” 

 “But she loved you,” Topuc again countered. 

 “And I don’t deny that I loved her as well,” Charissa said.  “In many ways, I still do, Topuc.  However, 

sometimes when it comes to love, you need to do what is right and walk away.  You and Ashari belong together, and 

you can’t deny that.  You give her what I never could.  You need to look into your heart and see that what you have 

is what you alone earned.  Ashari loves you!  In the end, what it came down to is she didn’t choose me, she chose 

you!” 

 “But…,” Topuc began to say before Charissa cut him off. 

 “There are no buts, Topuc.  Ves told me afterward; Ashari’s words to her when it came to the letters: ‘The 

price was asked and paid.’  With those words, Ashari made her choice.  You’ve lived amongst the Orions long 

enough to know that by saying those words to someone who can grant the Letters that she found you to be a worthy 

mate for her.  You, Topuc.  Not me.  Despite joking about it from time to time when we had a bit too much to drink 

at the Lodge, she was never mine to give.  I was only saying that to try to get both of you to see for yourselves what 

everyone else was seeing.” 

 Dr. Ves’Dell, who had been standing nearby and overheard the conversation, came over and spoke to 

Topuc. 

 “What I said after, that either Charissa or Hans needed to allow you to set up your own house, was more of 

a test,” she explained.  “Ashari answered correctly by saying it was a matter between the two of you.  It was why I 

issued the letters, Puck.  You didn’t lure her away from anyone.  She chose you willingly and that was what I was 

looking for when I issued the Letters.” 

 Pel suddenly found a degree of strength and looked at Topuc, determined to end this line of conversation 

once and for all. 



 

 

 “She’s right, and deep down you know it as well.  When it came time for a choice to be made, I didn’t 

choose Charissa, I chose you.  And you chose me as well.  You know that.  I would not have shown signs of the 

blood fever if that wasn’t true.  In the beginning we blinded ourselves to the true facts, and to a point you are still 

blinding yourself to them.  This ends right here, right now.  No more running from Charissa like a thief.  You didn’t 

take anything from her.  I am not an object that can be given away or taken.  I am fully capable of making my own 

decisions.  In the end, the choice was mine to make, not anyone else’s.  You were friends with Charissa too.  I know 

you two started that friendship with some rather heated words, but you got past that, and became friends.  Don’t 

throw that friendship away because of something perceived.  What you think you took from Charissa was never hers 

to give.” 

 Topuc looked between the two women and finally he said to Charissa, “I’m sorry.  Ashari is right.  Can you 

forgive me for the way I have acted?” 

 “Of course you’re forgiven,” Charissa responded.  “I didn’t want our friendship to end either, and I hope 

that going forward, when I check in from time to time you don’t go sneaking off to your lab to avoid me.” 

 For the first time since entering the room, a subtle smile creased Topuc’s lips. 

 

* * * 

 

Stardate 65897.5 

 

 Shortly after a private dinner in the Pariah’s mess, Nalli had cleared their empty dishes away and provided 

the family with after dinner drinks that they could take back to their quarters.  Topuc’s mother pulled Ashari Pel and 

her own mother into the guest quarters she was sharing with her husband while the men remained behind in the 

mess. 

 “Ashari I have a question for you,” the Vulcan woman said as the three women sat down in the small sitting 

area.  “Would you like to take over Topuc’s financial affairs?  You wouldn’t have to take them over right away, 

especially with the arrival of T’Mera any day now.” 

 “Topuc’s financial affairs?” Shohari Pel, Ashari’s mother asked as she took a sip of her hot tea. 

 “Yes,” T’Lura said nodding sagely.  “I have been managing Topuc’s affairs ever since he was born.  He 

never understood how to manage credits logically.  He did not inherit my financial acuity like his older brother had.  

I almost liquidated his estate when I heard the Pariah had been destroyed during the Dominion War, but something 

in me could not bring myself to do it, which appears fortunate under the present circumstances.” 

 “Well,” Pel said, “it depends on how much we are talking about.” 

 Topuc’s mother pulled out a large padd and set it on the small coffee table and showed the accounts to Pel 

and her mother.  Pel knew Topuc had to have a stash of credits somewhere from the patents of his inventions over 

the decades along with his share of the profits from Spaak’s other business dealings, but she never expected the 

amount that stared back at her from the padd. 

 “Oh my...!” Shohari Pel exclaimed as her eyes grew wide. 

 “With this amount of credits, we could afford to buy our own ship and equip it as we see fit,” Pel muttered.  

“And still have more than enough credits to live on for several lifetimes.” 

 “Yes,” T’Lura said.  “But if you think this is a lot, you should see how much Hans is actually worth when 

he is not spending his money on private projects that he does not like talking about.  If I didn’t know any better, I 

would suspect he had another set of wives and kids somewhere.” 

 “That doesn’t sound like Hans,” Pel said shaking her head. 

 “No, it doesn’t,” the Vulcan woman agreed.  “Not to mention Lady Val would demand that he bring them 

out in the open alongside herself, Marie, and their children.” 

 “Could it be gambling debts?” Pel’s mother asked. 

 “I doubt that,” Pel said, “since Hans only gambles with his life.  Perhaps it had something to do with the 

Admiral and Lady Val’s brother?  Topuc mentioned the last time he asked for a payment was shortly before his trial 

on Delta IV.” 



 

 

 “It is possible,” Topuc’s mother said.  “He has not asked for such a large amount in a while.  The amounts 

he requested recently were for trees and enough food to feed an army for several months.” 

 Pel continued to look over the numbers displayed on the padd and had to admit to herself that there was no 

way she could take care of these financial affairs and her own Starfleet career at the same time.  Looking at T’Lura, 

she said, “I think it would be best for you to continue to take care of this at present.  I don’t know the first thing 

about handling this many credits.  It is just too daunting.  However, mother or not, I want you to take out enough for 

your services every month as you would normally charge your customers to handle this type of work.  It seems 

logical to me that you should be paid for services.” 

 “I understand.  I will also make sure that I transfer some credits into your account every month for you to 

use for T’Mera.  I am going to make the first transfer tonight so you will have what you need to get everything you 

require for her.  I know you are going to need a set of infant furniture here on the Pariah and another in your 

quarters on the base.” 

 “Thank you,” Pel said.  “I have already gotten everything we need.  The only thing I’m still worried about 

is Topuc.  He can get rather absorbed in his work and forget the world around him for a time.” 

 T’Lura tried to reassure her Trill daughter-in-law by saying, “You aren’t giving him enough credit, Ashari.  

Yes, he gets absorbed in his projects, but I’m sure he’ll stop to take care of T’Mera if she’s making a fuss.” 

 “I’m sure you are right.  I just get worried, because I could be sitting there right next to him when he’s 

working on something, and it’s almost impossible to get him to notice I’m even there.” 

 “It is traditional for Vulcans to meditate.  It helps clear the mind and provides greater control over 

emotions,” T’Lura said.  “For Topuc, the time he spends in his workshop is a form of meditation.  That is why he 

seems distant at times.  But trust me when I say, he will be there for T’Mera.  Both you and T’Mera mean 

everything to him, and the last thing he would want is to lose that by letting you down and placing T’Mera in a 

situation where she could be hurt.” 

 Pel nodded, feeling somewhat comforted by the assurance and the knowledge that, according to the file still 

displayed on the padd, her child would never want of anything. 

 

* * * 

 

Stardate 65900.3 

Topuc’s Cabin 

IMV Pariah 

 

 A few days before her expected due date, Pel was doing her best to try and get some sleep, which was 

becoming increasingly difficult the closer it came to her due date.  The extra weight she had gained had become 

quite uncomfortable.  Adding to that discomfort was Topuc, who was just sitting in a chair next to the bed, intensely 

watching his wife for any signs that she had gone into labor. 

 “Puck, please lie down and get some sleep,” Pel implored. 

 “I’m not tired,” he replied in an almost jittery voice.  “Besides I need to be awake for when you go into 

labor.” 

 “You’re making me nervous, and I really do need to get some sleep.  Can you please either go into the 

sitting area or your lab and do something else?” 

 “Can’t.  Need to be here for you.” 

 Frustrated and knowing she would not be able to get any sleep if he continued to be a source of 

consternation by just sitting at the edge of the bunk and staring at her looking for just the slightest change in her 

breathing, Pel leaned over and pressed the intercom on the nightstand. 

 “Ashari to Dr. Ves.” 

 Pel’s action caused Topuc to bolt upright.  He rushed to her side, trying to get Pel out of the bunk as he 

exclaimed, “It’s time!  It’s time!” 

 “Ves here, Ashari,” replied the voice of the Pariah’s doctor.  “Are you in labor?” 



 

 

 “I wish,” replied Pel as she fought off Topuc’s efforts to pick her up off the bunk.  “But no.  Can you please 

come and give Puck something to make him sleep.  He’s driving me nuts sitting here staring at me and I desperately 

need to get some sleep myself.” 

 “I’ll be right there,” Ves’Dell said with a chuckle.  A few moments later she let herself into Topuc’s 

quarters from the utility corridor.  “I was in the Commander’s quarters, giving little Hans something for his upset 

stomach.  He ate too many sweets for dinner.  I think Valerie and Corrine are going to be chasing him all over the 

nine hells for it for a few days though.  Now, let’s see what I have to make a jittery Vulcan sleep?” 

 Finally sitting in a nearby chair, Topuc repeated his mantra, “Can’t sleep.  Need to be awake for Ashari.” 

 Pel got up out of the bunk and grabbed the sides of Topuc’s face in her hands and looked him straight in the 

eyes.  She did it for two reasons: the first was to get her point across, the second to distract him so Ves could slip 

him a hypo that was hopefully strong enough to make him sleep. 

 “I’m not going to go into labor if you sit and keep watching me like this.  Haven’t you ever heard the old 

truism, a watched pot never boils?  Besides, if you don’t get any sleep, you are not going to be awake when she 

finally does decide she’s ready to come out.” 

 During Pel’s distraction, Ves quickly pressed the hypo to Topuc’s neck, releasing the sedative that would 

hopefully make him sleep.  After a few minutes repeatedly saying, “Must stay awake…,” Topuc finally slumped in 

the chair; out for the count.  With the help of Dr. Ves’Dell and Nalli, Pel was able to haul the sleeping Vulcan into 

the bunk. 

 Running her tricorder over the unconscious Topuc, Ves’Dell confirmed the amount of sedative in his 

system and then injected him with a bit more. 

 “That should keep him out for about ten hours,” she said with a satisfied smile.  She then turned the 

tricorder onto Pel and took a quick reading.  “You get some sleep too,” she advised.  “Your scan shows you are 

really close.  Probably another 72 to 80 hours until you give birth.  I’ll check on the two of you again tomorrow to 

see if I need to sedate Puck again before then.” 

 As soon as Ves’Dell and Nalli left the quarters, Pel climbed back into the bunk.  It was only seconds before 

she drifted off to sleep as well. 

 

* * * 

 

 Not too far away, in the Commander’s quarters, Spaak was saying goodbye to his wives, leaving Lady Val 

in charge of the Pariah, as Topuc was in no shape to even be near the bridge at the moment.  He was taking his 

shuttle, which contained the working prototype of Topuc’s newest ‘invention’, a slipstream drive, out for a day to 

hopefully return to the base with a surprise for one of his guests.  He said his good-byes to the two women and his 

children with a promise to return by dinner the next day. 

 The following morning, when she arrived in Starbase Operations, Admiral Val’ri Raiajh received the 

standard report of which vessels had arrived or left the base overnight, and it was then that she found out about 

Spaak’s trip. 

 “Spaak logged a flight plan to where?” Raiajh asked her Chief of Operations, B’Elanna Torres, again as she 

choked a bit on her raktajino. 

 “His flight plan claims he’s heading to Avalon, ma’am,” Torres confirmed.  “And as impossible as it 

sounds, he says he’s going to be back this evening around 1900 hours.” 

 Raiajh thought about what she had been told for a moment before saying, “Considering when he left, it’s 

possible, actually.  His shuttle is equipped with a prototype slipstream drive in it.  But I wish he would have asked 

before he left.” 

 “He’s not in Starfleet.  We can’t exactly tell him when he can and can’t leave,” Torres reminded the 

admiral. 

 “I know.  And I don’t care that he left.  I care why he left,” she told the half- Klingon woman.  “Anya is 

afraid her parents disowned her when she left the planet.  If that is the case, Hans is going to meet up with two 

inhospitable people.  He thinks like I do, that you don’t turn your back on family.  He may not have the nicest things 



 

 

to say to Anya’s parents if that is the case.  I just hope they are worried about her and would welcome any news he 

brings them.” 

 “You don’t think he would hurt them in any way, do you?” Torres asked. 

 “He won’t.  That’s not his way,” Raiajh assured.  “He would simply leave after telling them how he felt 

about their actions.” 

 “Well, we can only hope things go well then,” Torres remarked. 

 

* * * 

 

The planet Avalon 

 

 After a few false starts, Spaak finally located the village he was looking for. 

 The colonists of Avalon, while still maintaining contact with the Federation to a small degree, preferred to 

model their society on the culture and technology of Medieval Europe, though with some striking differences.  

Founded by an off-shoot of the ‘Back to Earth’ movement over two centuries earlier, the first generation of colonists 

used the technology they had brought with them to shape their new environment in ways few would have 

considered.  Weather control provided a comfortable and fertile climate.  Through genetic engineering, mythical 

beasts like dragons and unicorns could be found roaming the wilderness.  And later generations lived humble, 

agrarian lifestyles.  It was a culture that emphasized family connectedness, and few Avalonians ever journeyed far 

from their ancestral homes, no less off-world, unless required by extreme circumstance. 

 Walking into the village cobbler’s shop, Spaak noticed a man and women sitting inside.  They likewise 

noticed the newcomer walk into their shop and immediately knew he was not from their village, as they had not ever 

seen him before. 

 “You look as someone who be traveling far,” the man said, getting up to greet the new arrival. 

 “Very far indeed,” Spaak confirmed with a friendly smile.  “I hope I finally have the right place.  I am 

looking for Alexi Valerin, the cobbler,” he said. 

 “I be Alexi,” the man confirmed, then gestured toward the woman next to him.  “This be my wife, Lena.  

How you be hearing of us?  Each village do be having their own cobbler, I wouldst think.” 

 “I was told you made the best boots in all of Avalon,” Spaak replied, causing Valerin to laugh. 

 “I be no better and no worse than anyone else.  You be speaking strangely.  Who wouldst be telling you 

these things?” 

 “A young woman who sings with the most beautiful voice,” Spaak replied. 

 The visitor’s response caused Valerin’s wife to become animated by the description.  “You be finding our 

Anya?  Do she be safe and well?” she desperately wanted to know. 

 “Anya is safe and well,” Spaak replied, holding out a padd with a picture of Anya, Jonathan, and Misha 

displayed on the screen. 

 “She do be looking well.  Do she be working with children?  Anya always talked  aboot wishing to be a 

mother someday,” Lena Valerin told him. 

 “That’s Anya’s husband, Jonathan, and your granddaughter Misha in the picture,” Spaak told her. 

 Mrs. Valerin studied the photo for several seconds.  Finally she said, “He do be looking to be a bit older 

than Anya.”  She then sighed slightly, casting a forlorn look at her husband as she added, “I do be wishing I couldst 

see Anya again, but it looks as she will not be coming back home.” 

 “Jonathan is only a few years older,” Spaak explained.  “I think either five or six Earth years.  And while it 

may be true that Anya has no wish to return here at present, I can take both of you to them.  I’m sure Anya would 

love to see you as much as you want to see her.” 

 “I do so be wanting to go,” Mrs. Valerin said without thinking.” 

 “We cannot!” Alexi Valerin stated.  “We have shop to run!” 

 “If you feel you have to stay here because you need the money, I can give you gold or anything else that 

will pass as currency here,” Spaak offered. 



 

 

 “The villagers be needing shoes and boots and fixing,” the cobbler responded. 

 “Your apprentice cannot take over for a bit?” Spaak asked.  “I will bring you back in a few days.” 

 “Anya be gone for five winters now,” the cobbler stated, expressing his belief that wherever his daughter 

was it had taken that long to reach there.  “She was but seventeen when she left Avalon.  Be gone that long we 

cannot!” 

 “I promise it will only be for a few days, and I will pay for everything, including lost wages,” assured 

Spaak.  “I will bring you back the moment you say you want to go.  I have a very fast ship.  We can be where Anya 

is in only a few hours.” 

 “I do not speak for Alexi, but I myself do be wanting to go.  Anya be our only child, and I long ere to see 

her.” 

 Finally her husband relented.  “So be it,” Valerin said.  “Get your best dress.  I willst go and tell Mikal that 

we ere be gone for a few days.” 

 Mrs. Valerin quickly disappeared up a set of stairs in the back of the shop while her husband walked out the 

back door to inform his apprentice that he had was to mind the shop for a few days.  In minutes, the two men and 

one woman were heading toward where Spaak had parked his shuttle on the outskirts of the village. 

 

* * * 

 

 At 1830 hours station time, Hans Spaak’s small vessel appeared out of a slipstream vortex, setting off an 

alarm on the master systems display.  Ensign Koblerr was startled by the alarm as the new ship appeared on the 

board.  He turned to Captain Pearson, who was just getting ready to leave Ops for the day with her husband, 

Commander Harkonnen, and said, “Captain.  Commander Spaak’s shuttle just appeared in our local space.  He is on 

final approach and is requesting permission to enter spacedock and dock with the Pariah.” 

 “He’s early,” Harkonnen remarked, looking at the chronometer display on one of the consoles.  “He wasn’t 

due back until 1900.” 

 Ignoring her husband’s remark, Pearson nodded at the ensign and said, “He has permission to dock with his 

ship.  Does he have anything to declare?” 

 After Ensign Koblerr relayed the question to Spaak and received a reply, the ensign answered, “He does, 

ma’am.  Two adults; Alexi and Lena Valerin.  They are here to see their daughter, Anya Xaran, but Commander 

Spaak requests we not inform Ms. Xaran.” 

 “Tell him not to worry.  I won’t tell,” Pearson said with a smile.  “I just hope they aren’t too overwhelmed 

by the starbase.  I understand it is quite rare for Avalonians to venture off-world.” 

 The Ops officer nodded, apparently unfamiliar with the planet, and informed Spaak he had permission to 

dock with his ship before closing the communications channel. 

 

* * * 

 

 A day later Lena Valerin was trying to find her way to the quarters where her daughter was staying.  She 

had not made it too far from the Pariah when former Deltan Ambassador Karinara Raiajh – the mother of both 

Admiral Raiajh and Lady Val – caught up with her. 

 “Mind if I walk with you?” the elder Raiajh asked.  “We’re headed to the same place after all.” 

 “I doeth not mind.  Daunting this place be.  It wouldst be good if thou wouldst accompany me.  I am hoping 

that Anya wants to see me as much as I doest long to see her again.” 

 “Anya believes that you and your husband disowned her because she left Avalon.  She will be thankful that 

is not the case.” 

 “That was never the case!  We had hopes that she would return yon one day,” Mrs. Valerin replied before 

changing the subject.  “Do tell, why wouldst people want to live here?  There is no sun.  There is no sky above.  No 

dirt below.” 



 

 

 “Some live here because they are a part of the service and were assigned here.  Others to engage in trade.  

Still others who simply want to live among the stars.  But they are not completely without sun and sky and dirt.  One 

of the largest areas of the starbase is designed to appear like a large park with plenty of grass and trees and even a 

small lake.  The Botanical Section even has settings to simulate night and day.  It has even rained on rare occasions; 

something that came as a surprise to many of the residents and crew.  There are places where you can participate in 

what are traditionally outdoor activities.  It may not be exactly the same, but it does help.” 

 “But doeth thou not miss being upon a planet?” Mrs. Valerin asked. 

 “Sometimes,” the Ambassador replied.  “But when the Pariah is here, most of my family is as well.  And 

after years of putting myself first, and seeing what it had done to my children, I decided to try my daughter’s 

approach of putting family first.  To do that, this is where I need to be.” 

 As the pair entered the base recreation area, the Deltan Ambassador showed the Avalonian woman where 

various shops were located.  Lena Valerin was in awe at everything she saw. 

 “Do you wish to get something for your daughter or granddaughter?” Raiajh asked. 

 Mrs. Valerin looked at several different shop windows around the pair, commenting, “Everything doeth be 

so beautiful.  But I have no currency of my own.” 

 “Actually, you do,” Raiajh informed.  “When your thumbprint was taken upon your arrival at the station, 

accounts were created for your husband and yourself into which Commander Spaak deposited enough credits for 

you to purchase anything you’d like.” 

 “That wouldst not be necessary!  I wouldst not be a burden on anyone.” 

 “You aren’t a burden to anyone,” Ambassador Raiajh assured.  “Commander Spaak just wants to make sure 

you enjoy yourself while you are here.  It is his way.  He did the same for me when he first rescued me and the other 

Deltans from the planet where we had been stranded for one hundred Earth years.  Come.  Let’s go in and see if we 

can find something.” 

 The two women entered the nearby store.  Once inside, they looked around.  Within minutes, the pair had 

found several items for Misha and Anya and the two made their way toward Infirmary One and the quarters nearby 

where Anya was staying. 

 Upon reaching the designated quarters, with their parcels still in their arms, Karinara Raiajh moved to press 

the door chime.  The look of recognition she noticed on Lena Valerin’s face stopped her.  From inside the guest 

quarters, the two women heard the faint sound of singing. 

 “How I thought I wouldst never hear that beautiful voice again,” Valerin said wistfully. 

 “I understand more than you know,” Raiajh remarked.  “I was separated from my own children for what 

would be more than a lifetime for most humans.  I only wish that I could have made amends with my son, but his 

own actions made that impossible.  But thanks to some of the strange things that can be associated with space travel, 

I have gotten to spend some time with my daughter.  And not only my daughter Val’ri, but her own children, a 

second daughter that I still don’t entirely understand her origin, and have been able to reconnect with someone I had 

wished to be with, but could not because of my obligations to the Deltan Union,” Raiajh explained. 

 Before the two could speak further, the door they were standing in front of opened and Dr. Xaran began to 

step out.  He paused in surprise when he noticed the two women standing there, then took a step back and allowed 

the two women to enter the quarters. 

 Anya, unaware anyone had entered the quarters, finished dressing Misha while she continued singing.  She 

finished her song just as she was putting the little girl’s second shoe on and lifting her off the table.  Jonathan Xaran, 

having seen the new visitors enter the guest quarters, came over to take the toddler because he knew how Anya 

would react upon seeing her mother.  Finally, Ambassador Raiajh cleared her throat, causing Anya to turn around to 

see who was there.  Her eyes widened in shock as she recognized the visitors.  For several seconds she just stared in 

silence until she nearly knocked Jonathan and Misha over to get to her mother. 

 “Mama,” she cried out as she embraced her mother.  “Afraid I was that you and Papa wouldst be mad I 

departed yon.” 

 “Your father and I were sad of your departure, but our daughter you still are.  And right now, I am happy to 

see you.” 



 

 

 As Anya was hugging her mother she seemed to forget anyone else was still in the room with them.  Anya 

and her mother continued to embrace for almost a full minute before Jonathan’s voice sounded in her head. 

 ‘Anytime you are ready, introductions would be nice.’ 

 Anya was startled back to reality.  With an embarrassed grin, she turned to her husband and said, “My 

apologies.  I seem to be forgetting my manners.  Jonathan, my mother, Lena Valerin.  Mother, my husband, 

Jonathan Xaran.” 

 As Anya made the introductions, Mrs. Valerin could sense the worry from her daughter but could not 

understand why. 

 ‘It is a pleasure to finally meet you,’ Jonathan replied in the only manner he was able, projecting his 

thoughts directly into Lena Valerin’s mind. 

 At first, Mrs. Valerin began to respond as if nothing out of the ordinary had happened and Jonathan had 

spoken to her.  It took several seconds for her to process the fact that what she had heard had not been with her ears.  

Her eyes widened with the fear she felt as she cried out, “What sort of demon art thee, that thee speaks directly into 

my mind?!?” 

 Dr. Xaran, who had witnessed the introductions from near the door, walked over to his son’s mother-in-law 

and said, “Please relax.  Jonathan is not going to hurt you.  He is just incapable of communicating the way you and I 

do.” 

 “Witchcraft!  Only a demon can talk direct into my mind.” 

 “There is no witchcraft, or craft of any kind, involved,” Xaran assured.  “Telepathy is the most common 

way that our people converse.  On Betazed, we evolved with the ability to speak with our minds.  Some are stronger 

in the ability and some are weaker, but we are all capable of it.” 

 “You can talk like that too?” Mrs. Valerin asked incredulously. 

 “Only with my immediate family.  I can’t do it with people I’ve just met, and not with those of other 

worlds, like Ambassador Raiajh,” Xaran replied, pointing toward his own mother-in-law.  Noticing that the 

Avalonian woman was not calming down, the Ambassador tried to explain further. 

 “You know how you raised your daughter,” Raiajh said, placing a calming hand on the Avalonian woman’s 

back.  “You need to trust her judgment.  That she would not put herself or Misha in danger; nor would Jonathan 

allow danger to come to either of them.  He doesn’t do what he does to frighten people.  He is not any sort of a 

demon.  He does what he does in order to be a part of the universe around him.  He could keep them cloistered at his 

great-grandfather’s vineyard where they live; but doesn’t.  From what my daughter Val’ri tells me, this is not the 

first time they have visited the station.” 

 Mrs. Valerin looked back and forth between Dr. Xaran and the former Deltan ambassador as she asked, 

“Then why doest he not talk, as his papa does?” 

 “Because Jonathan suffered a severe mental trauma when he was very young,” Dr. Xaran explained.  

“Unlike most Betazoid children, whose telepathic abilities manifest during puberty, Jonathan’s abilities turned on – 

for lack of a better term – at the most unfortunate moment.  Through his premature telepathy, he was able to witness 

and experience the death of his parents.”  When Valerin gave Xaran a confused and even more horrified look, he 

quickly added, “I mean his biological parents.  My wife Val’ri and I adopted Jonathan and his sister, my brother’s 

children, after the accident.” 

 Xaran directed Valerin and Raiajh toward the nearby couch, asking they sit down before continuing. 

 The doctors on Betazed are relatively sure Jonathan hasn’t lost the ability to speak.  He just chooses not to.  

On our home planet, we usually speak telepathically to each other.  There was once a time, centuries ago, when we 

didn’t have interaction with anyone beyond our planet, so many did not learn verbal communication.  With 

Jonathan, it is likely that he unconsciously created a block that prevents his ability to communicate verbally.  He had 

the ability to speak as a child, before the accident.  Afterward, he withdrew into himself for a very long time.  It took 

his going to University to help him develop his artistic skills, which resulted in him becoming less withdrawn.  

Anya, after she left Avalon, also attended that University, though she enrolled for her singing ability.  They met at 

the vineyard during the harvest.  Anya had a similar reaction as yours at first, but she got to know Jonathan.  Perhaps 

you could learn from her example?” 



 

 

 Finally it seemed Mrs. Valerin was beginning to relax.  She looked toward Jonathan across the room as she 

said, “My apologies.  I shouldst know that Anya is grown.  I shouldst trust her judgment.” 

 Anya moved closer to her husband, placing her arm around him as Jonathan played with little Misha, the 

young girl giggling and laughing.  Ambassador Raiajh leaned toward the Avalonian woman and whispered to her, 

“Look at him, Lena.  He loves Anya and Misha.  Does that look like someone who would hurt your girl?  Look at 

the love he has in his eyes.” 

 Lena Valerin looked thoughtfully for a few moments before replying, “I suppose I shouldst get to know 

thee better before I pass judgment.  However, I cannot say the same for my husband.  A powerful believer in the 

dark arts is he.  His grandmother once told me a tale, when first I married Alexi, about seeing Satan and Beelzebub 

in the flesh, a belief she passeth downward to her offspring.  She describeth them as having come down from one of 

the sky-ships.  After hearing her tale, it was not hard to believe that demons be real.” 

 Dr. Xaran turned away from the guests to hide the smile that appeared on his face as he remembered a story 

his wife had told him regarding a visit the original starship Arcturus had made to the planet Avalon over a century 

before, when several of her shipmates – the Vulcan operations officer Solek, the Efrosian chief science officer Baael 

V’ahhst-Ohrrne’Dagon, and the Horta science officer Navahrish – had pulled a prank in the guises of Satan and 

Beelzebub, using the Horta to ‘control the very ground upon which they stood’ to teach an overzealous relative of 

the young Avalonian navigation officer Galen DuLac some humility.  It had the desired effect, but apparently also 

had the undesired consequences of reinforcing Avalon’s population’s beliefs in demons as word of what happened 

spread. 

 “Perhaps with your help, your daughter can assure your husband there is no evil in what Jonathan does?” 

Ambassador Raiajh suggested.  “After all, it comes as naturally to Jonathan as shoemaking comes to your husband!” 

 Mrs. Valerin looked at the bald-headed Deltan woman with a dubious expression, but said, “I will try.” 

 

* * * 

 

Several Days Later 

Stardate 65911.3 

 

 T’Mera, the infant daughter of Lt Pel and Topuc, arrived with little trouble, save for a lengthy labor, and 

appeared to be healthy in spite of her unusual heritage.  Topuc, who had remained jumpy and on edge until the birth, 

was finally quiet and at peace for the first time in days.  After 36 hours of labor, Topuc stood by the basinet holding 

T’Mera as Ashari Pel dozed in the birthing chair in the Pariah’s small infirmary. 

 As Pel continued her well-deserved sleep, Topuc – not for the first time – set the baby back down in the 

bassinet and un-wrapped her blanket, looking her over carefully.  He checked her little hands and feet and admired 

how her spot pattern was different from Pel’s.  Similarly, her ears and eyebrows were just like his own; only smaller.  

As he continued to study his new daughter, T’Mera began to squirm and her cries began to sound like she was 

uncomfortable.  Unsure what he should do, he looked around until his mother, T’Lura, walked up behind him. 

 “You should keep her wrapped in the blanket,” the elder Vulcan woman suggested.  “It helps to make her 

feel secure.” 

 “Just admiring how precious she is,” Topuc remarked. 

 “Doctor Ves’Dell told me you have spent the last half-hour staring at her like you stare at a potential 

project.  Just try to remember that she isn’t some invention of yours.” 

 “I know.  I’m just contemplating ways to improve security to keep her safe.” 

 “Just love her, Topuc.  And raise her to be good,” T’Lura suggested.  “That is what you need to do.  If you 

do that, then you will also keep her safe.” 

 

* * * 

 



 

 

 Captain Jo Ann Parker stepped off the transport and passed through the airlock onto Starbase 719.  The 

lighting onboard the base was set at levels indicating that she had arrived during the base’s night shift.  Looking 

around the embarkation area, she quickly stepped up to one of the security officers where she presented her 

identification and orders and was quickly allowed to proceed into the station.  After several steps, she turned back 

toward the officer that had verified her orders and asked, “What is the current station time?” 

 “0430 hours, Captain,” the security officer replied.  Parker expressed her gratitude and headed through the 

embarkation area.  As she passed by one of the large transparent aluminum windows she looked out at the ships 

docked at the station.  In the distance she saw two Orion Wander-class ships.  Moored in closer berths were the 

Defiant-class USS Corsair – a ship she knew as having a somewhat troubled history – and the Intrepid-class USS 

Bellerophon.  She also noticed that her next command, the Galaxy-class starship USS Sarek, appeared not to have 

arrived at the starbase yet. 

 Parker made her way to the central core and the large core turbolifts that would take her to the 

administration section, where she would switch to the smaller standard turbolift network that would take her to 

Starbase Operations, her first official stop.  About ten minutes later, Parker emerged in Ops and looked around for 

the watch’s Duty Officer.  She noticed an officer with commander’s rank insignia on a medical-blue uniform 

standing at the master situations console and headed over toward him. 

 “Excuse me, Commander.  I’m Captain Jo Ann Parker.  I’m looking for the Duty Officer.” 

 Dr. Sylvan Xaran looked up from the report he was reviewing on a padd and replied, “I’m Dr. Sylvan 

Xaran, Starbase Chief Medical Officer and the Duty Officer tonight.  How can I help you, Captain?” 

 “I’m here to check in with the base command.  Reporting to assume command of USS Sarek NCC-72075.” 

 “Yes!  Admiral Raiajh mentioned you may be arriving during the night,” Xaran said with a smile.  

“Normally she would be asleep in her quarters right now, but things have been a little crazy of late, so it just 

happens she’s awake and in her office.”  He pointed up the stairs toward the upper level of Ops.  “She thought you 

might prefer to make an appointment to see her during the normal morning or afternoon shifts and then get some rest 

after your arrival.” 

 “Thank you, but after three weeks to get out here, I’m still on the transport’s time schedule, so if now is 

okay, I’m willing,” Parker remarked, looking up the stairs herself.  “Any words of advice before I head up?” 

 “Just be yourself, Captain,” Xaran advised. 

 Parker thanked the Duty Officer, then began to climb the indicated stairs to the upper level and approached 

the indicated doors.  They parted at her approach and the human woman stepped inside.  To her surprise, instead of 

seeing the admiral’s aide sitting behind the desk of the outer office, it was the admiral herself seated there.  In spite 

of the fact the admiral was wearing civilian clothing at the moment, Parker recognized the Vulcan-Deltan woman 

from the personnel files of the Fifth Fleet senior officers she had reviewed on the way out to the Typhon Sector.  

Raiajh looked up at the sound of the outer doors opening. 

 Parker placed the duffle bag she had been carrying on the deck and stood at attention in front of the 

reception desk as she said, “Captain Jo Ann Parker, reporting for duty to assume command of the USS Sarek as 

ordered, Admiral.” 

 Raiajh stood up and moved around the desk and held out her hand to the new arrival.  “Welcome, Captain 

Parker,” she said.  “I apologize for the informality.  My son and granddaughter are asleep in my office, so I’m 

working out here so they can get a good night’s sleep.” 

 “It’s not a problem, Admiral,” Parker replied, speaking in a quieter voice so the conversation would not 

carry through the door to the inner office.  “I admit I was surprised to see the Sarek was not in spacedock when I 

arrived.” 

 “I received a communiqué from the Sarek a few days ago,” Raiajh explained.  “Their investigation into the 

disappearance of Captain Sutherland and several other members of the crew lasted longer than they had originally 

anticipated.  As a result, the ship’s arrival was delayed an extra day.  Until they arrive, you are free to make use of 

and enjoy the station facilities.” 

 “Thank you, Admiral,” Parker replied.  Her expression then turned serious as she said, “May I ask a 

question?” 



 

 

 “Of course,” Raiajh said.  “I encourage free dialogue between myself and the commanders of the ships 

assigned to the Fifth Fleet.” 

 “When I disembarked the transport that brought me here, I noticed two Orion vessels docked in the 

spacedock.  It’s unusual enough to see one Orion ship docked at a Starfleet facility close to Federation space, but 

two ships, all the way out here in the frontier?” 

 Raiajh smiled knowingly as she explained, “While the Pariah and the Wildcat were built by the Orions, 

both are privately owned merchant vessels now operating under the same private flag.  They primarily transport 

cargo, but thanks in part to its unique equipment configuration, the Pariah will also perform the occasional 

intelligence gathering mission for the Federation and Starfleet Intelligence.  And while there are several Orions 

among the crew to give them credibility when they wish to appear to be Orion traders, the top three officers are not 

Orion.  And just so you are not surprised at a later time, the Pariah’s Purser and Second Officer looks exactly like 

me, but tends to favor more… revealing attire.” 

 “A relative of yours?” Parker asked. 

 “In a manner of speaking,” Raiajh replied.  “The Pariah was comes from a parallel quantum reality and 

was operating in Romulan space in the vicinity of Hobus a few months before the star went nova.  The ship crossed 

into our universe when the crew was testing some of their equipment upgrades and accidently created a quantum 

fissure.  As for the Wildcat, the ship is still undergoing upgrades from her original Orion space navy configuration 

and has not been manned with a permanent crew yet, to the best of our knowledge.” 

 As Raiajh was explaining, the door to her inner office opened and two small figures walked toward the 

outer door.  Without looking away from Parker, Raiajh reached over and activated a control on the desk, turning off 

the sensor that triggered the outer door.  The two toddlers pressed their hands and noses against the glass panels in 

the doors, looking out into Ops beyond.  Raiajh tried to ignore the two toddlers, but Parker turned to look at the 

small intruders.  However, before either could say anything, the two children became extremely animated as they 

noticed someone approaching the office, with the little girl calling “Papi!” as the little boy yelled “Daddy!” 

 Raiajh silently counted to three before pressing the control to reactivate the door sensor, allowing the 

approaching Dr. Xaran entry and causing the two toddlers to step back in wonder.  Dr. Xaran apologized for the 

intrusion, having noticed the tiny faces looking through the windows into Ops, and took the two young children by 

the hands to lead them back into the inner office. 

 “My son Korin and my granddaughter Misha,” Raiajh explained as the inner door swished shut once again. 

 “You always have your duty officer assume the babysitting duties as well, Admiral?” Parker asked in 

wonder. 

 “Sylvan is more than my on-watch duty officer,” Raiajh explained.  “He’s also my husband, and Korin and 

Misha’s father and grandfather respectively.  Not what you expected, Captain?” Raiajh inquired in response to the 

surprised look on Parker’s face. 

 “Truthfully, I wasn’t sure what to expect, Admiral,” Parker admitted.  “Doctor Xaran just told me to be 

myself when I headed up here.  I had no idea when I asked him for his advice when I met you that he was your 

husband.  It wasn’t a prominent piece of information in the records I read.  My apologies if it seems I’m prying too 

much.” 

 “You didn’t do anything wrong,” Raiajh said.  “Before I reported aboard the Arcturus, my first deep-space 

assignment, I asked about my commanding officer as well.  It is common enough to want to know about the officers 

that you will be serving with and under.”  A small smile played across the Vulcan-Deltan woman’s lips before she 

turned serious again.  “The Sarek is a good ship, one I served aboard during my brief civilian tenure before I 

reactivated my Starfleet commission and was transferred to the Leviathan Development Project and the Besiege.  

She has a good crew.  I have worked closely with most of her senior staff.  And from what I have read about you, 

you should fit right in.” 

 “I’m glad to hear that,” Parker replied. 

 “Welcome to the Fifth Fleet, Captain,” Raiajh finally said.  “I believe you will find your assignment here… 

challenging, to say the least.” 

 



 

 

* * * 

 

Stardate 65961.3 

IMV Pariah 

 

 Hans Spaak opened his cargo bay to the crews of the visiting Fifth Fleet starships Sarek and Bellerophon 

for a holiday party.  It was a chance for everyone to mingle and relax, and unlike the bars the Starfleet crews 

normally patronized aboard their ships or the starbase, Spaak’s crew was serving drinks mixed with real alcohol, as 

well as Romulan Ale, still technically illegal aboard Federation outposts.  And while he personally despised the 

stuff, he was also serving synthahol for any Starfleet personnel who preferred it over the real thing. 

 In the cargo bay, everyone present was enjoying a festive atmosphere even though according to time on the 

station it was still about eight days before Christmas Day would dawn back on Earth. 

 Around the periphery of the bay, several members of Commander Spaak’s extended family had already 

told some of their most memorable stories about the season and begin clamoring for Jethro Spaight to tell one.  

Spaight was doing his best to blend in with everyone around him, trying to avoid the attention.  But as the requests 

became more enthusiastic, he finally relented. 

 “Fine, fine,” he finally said.  “I’ll tell you one.  This happened a very long time ago.  It was during the war 

with Khan Singh, during what became known as the Eugenics Wars.  I was a member of the elite Navy SEALs 

fighting in defense of the country known as the United States of America.  On this particular mission we were sent 

to retrieve a special forces soldier, an Army Ranger, whose parachute had caught an unexpected gust of wind on a 

mission into northern New Jersey, and instead of landing in his drop zone had ended up across the river in New 

York City.  Now I’m sure you’ve heard of the terrible battle that had occurred there about halfway through the war.  

Because of the weapons that had been used against pockets of resistance in the city, we believed we were only going 

in to retrieve his body.  Leave no man behind.  What we found humbled me and my men deeply.” 

 Spaight noted his audience already seemed enthralled with his prelude.  With a satisfied air, he began his 

story simply enough. 

 “It was the day before Christmas 1994 as our chopper flew over the shore of New York harbor.  No matter 

how many times we went into the city during the war, it was always worth it when we flew by that grand statue in 

the harbor.  On this particular occasion, considering that this was our first foray into the region since Khan’s forces 

had bombarded the city, it was a sign of hope seeing that she still stood.  The chopper flew past those two other 

landmarks of the skyline that helped defined the city, the Twin Towers of the World Trade Center, the setting sun 

reflecting off the glass and metal façade of the buildings.  Our chopper passed over several of the craters that had 

once been mid-town skyscrapers and set us down in Central Park.  Our mission was simple enough: track down the 

position of our man.  We were receiving intermittent radio location beacon transmissions from him since the 

operation that had inadvertently left him on the near-deserted island.  Even if we were only there to retrieve his body 

and return it to his family, the mission was worth it. 

 “Due to the fact that Khan’s forces had launched biological weapons at New York shortly after the initial 

bombardment, the area was under quarantine and we were cleared for just twenty hours on the ground.  With that 

amount of time to complete our task we headed out toward the last location we had triangulated for his signal.  

However, this story isn’t about the retrieval of our lost man, but what we saw in the city. 

 “As we ventured into the man-made canyons, it was almost dark.  It reminded me of a scene from that old 

movie I has watched in my youth, ‘Escape from New York!’  There were still people in the city, held there by the 

quarantine and the fact that most of the bridges and tunnels had been destroyed in the initial attacks.  However, 

instead of seeing people who were disparaged by their situation, there was a sense of hope.  Something we hadn’t 

expected...” 

 

* * * 

 

 



 

 

24 December 1994 

New York City 

 

 Darkness was beginning to descend as the UH-60 Black Hawk modified for stealth operations took to the 

air again after depositing SEAL Team 8 – Echo Platoon at the southern end of Central Park, a second modified 

Black Hawk orbiting nearby covering the landing zone.  The SEALs first secured the perimeter of the LZ before 

using hand signals to indicate there was no apparent danger and they should start moving south in the direction the 

location beacon appeared to indicate. 

 The platoon moved quickly to the edge of the park, scouting the seemingly deserted streets ahead of them 

before moving out in loose formation to avoid ambush, Lieutenant Jethro Spaight and his chief petty officer taking 

the lead.  Carefully, the platoon moved through Columbus Circle before following Broadway toward midtown, 

where the worst of the devastation was located.  Moving carefully, they scanned every building and cross street with 

their night-vision goggles and the laser range indicators attached to their weapons, but no one seemed to be about or 

willing to make contact with them. 

 “It’s quiet,” Spaight remarked as the platoon carefully made their way south along Broadway.  Most of the 

buildings still looked livable, though there was no power or running water that anyone outside of the city was aware 

of.  There should have been at least a few curious residents out, wondering why two choppers had just flown into 

Central Park and then left again.  “Too quiet.” 

 “I visited New York once, about fifteen years ago, just after I finished A-school,” the chief remarked.  

“Was a noisy place back then.  Didn’t like it much.  I preferred wide open spaces of the countryside where I grew 

up.”  The chief looked around cautiously as he added, “I think this silence is even more unnerving then the noise 

was my last visit.” 

 It took nearly two hours for the platoon to reach Times Square at 43
rd

 Street, where the Armed Forces 

Recruiting Office was located.  The intersection of Broadway and 7
th

 Avenue, once the brightest spot in all the city, 

was dark, trash-filled, and seemingly deserted.  Several of the buildings that had once housed hotels, theaters, and 

retail stores had collapsed and rubble filled the open space.  Spaight’s platoon quickly secured the Recruiting Office 

building, one of the few relatively undamaged buildings, though the entrance was blocked by rubble. 

 “Care to take a look inside, just in case, L-T?” the chief asked. 

 Spaight nodded, then effortlessly moved the rocks and rubble away from the door using his genetically 

enhanced strength as easily as the other SEALs could have moved Styrofoam blocks.  Spaight finally reached the 

door and pulled it open, accidentally ripping the door off its hinges.  As his chief chuckled under his breath, Spaight 

tossed the door aside and several of the SEALs moved inside the small building, weapons at the ready.  After a 

quick search they determined the building was deserted, though there was evidence that someone had recently been 

inside, perhaps using it as shelter.  Spaight had hoped, since the tracking signal had led his platoon toward the ruins 

of Times Square, that the Ranger they were searching for might have taken refuge in the famous military recruiting 

office, and was disappointed that they had not found him where they expected. 

 “What now, Lieutenant?” Spaight’s chief petty officer asked as he – like the other SEALs – continuously 

scanned the buildings around them for any sign of a threat. 

 “I thought you said the beacon led in this direction, Sparky?” Spaight asked his communications specialist. 

 “It was, L-T,” the petty officer responded.  “The beacon appears to have changed direction.” 

 “That’s a good sign that he’s alive and moving, isn’t it, L-T?” the chief asked. 

 “Or that his corpse is being dragged through the streets with his beacon still attached,” Spaight replied, 

looking around suspiciously.  “What direction, Sparky?” 

 “Hard to tell, sir,” the SEAL from Kansas replied.  “The tall buildings here are blocking most of the signal, 

and there’s an AM radio station still transmitting somewhere in the vicinity on a frequency very close to that being 

used by the Ranger’s beacon.  I’m having trouble locking down the signal, and it’s definitely getting weaker.  If I 

had to render a guess, I would say…” 

 The SEAL slowly turned clockwise almost a full 360 degrees before turning back counter-clockwise, 

aiming his radio receiving antenna in almost every direction before finally coming to a stop facing east-northeast. 



 

 

 “…This direction, sir.” 

 “Very well.  Platoon, move out!” Spaight ordered, indicating northward up 7
th

 Avenue before deciding to 

cut east along 47
th

 Street, through a neighborhood of residential high-rises that survived the initial bombardment of 

Manhattan relatively intact. 

 “Will you get a load of that!” the chief said in amazement as they moved down the darkened street.  He 

pointed to several windows in the lower apartments around them, where paper snowflakes and crayon-colored trees 

hung as decorations.  In spite of the hardship and deprivation, it appeared the residents still living in the area were 

actually recognizing the holiday season. 

 Halfway down the block, Lt Spaight held up his hand.  The entire platoon came to an immediate stop, 

several of the SEALs taking defensive stances around the perimeter. 

 “What is it, L-T?” the chief asked, his voice barely a whisper. 

 Spaight was looking up toward the tops of the high-rises around his platoon, his eyes moving back and 

forth as if trying to locate something he sensed. 

 “Do you hear that?” he asked quietly. 

 “Hear what?” the chief asked, now likewise looking up and expecting anything from the appearance of a 

suicide bomber to a flyover by some sort of aircraft.  “You’re hearing is better than mine.  Much better!” 

 Spaight closed his eyes as he concentrated on the faint sound he was hearing.  Several seconds later a look 

of wonderment appeared on his face. 

 “Singing,” he said. 

 “Say again, L-T?” the chief remarked. 

 “I’m hearing singing from one of the apartments up there.  There must be an open window up there 

somewhere.  Someone is…  Someone is singing… …Silent Night!” 

 The rest of the SEAL platoon remained motionless and silent, concentrating.  Eventually what sounded like 

two people, at least one of them a child, singing the famous carol somewhere in the apartment buildings above them 

could be faintly heard.  Smiles started to cross several of their faces. 

 “I don’t believe it,” Spaight said to his chief.  “In spite of everything these people have been through, they 

still manage to remain festive and hopeful!” 

 “People can be pretty resilient, L-T,” the chief remarked.  “Having the hope that better days will come is 

one of the things keeping these people alive.” 

 The Platoon reached 5
th

 Avenue and again turned north.  Store fronts, decorated with holiday scenes in 

years past, were nothing more than broken glass and empty display racks.  Looters had already stolen anything of 

value from the various shops.  Glass crackled beneath the SEALs boots as they cautiously walked up the avenue, 

still expecting attack from an unseen enemy.  Before long, they reached the location of Rockefeller Center and 

continued moving northward until the noise of a crowd drew their attention toward the ice skating rink at the middle 

of the plaza.  It was the first people the SEALs had seen since landing in Central Park.  Cautiously, the solders 

moved toward what looked like a few hundred people gathered in the darkness around the street-level periphery of 

the rink, most of them gazing toward a decrepit looking tree that looked like it had been knocked over in Central 

Park during the bombardment of the city and then literally dragged the ten or so blocks to its current location. 

 “Is that…?  Is that supposed to be a Christmas tree?” Spaight’s chief asked, looking at the gathered crowd 

in amazement. 

 “I think it is, Chief,” Spaight confirmed, unable to contain a grin.  He then noticed what looked like several 

men working on some kind of machine about the size of a car near the base of the tree across the plaza.  “Come on.  

Let’s see what they’re doing over there.  Maybe someone knows something about our wayward Ranger?” 

 The platoon moved around the edge of the skating rink located one floor below street level, the head and 

extended arm missing from the Prometheus statue overlooking the cracked and broken ground where ice once 

existed each winter, and made their way toward the base of the tree.  Spaight could now see that the machine the 

three men were working on was a diesel-powered generator of some sort.  One man held a weak flashlight as two 

others, their heads and upper torsos inside the generator housing, attempted to fix the device. 



 

 

 Several people in the crowd noticed the new arrivals, but instead of being scared of the men with 

dangerous-looking weapons or excited that solders were among them, started wishing Spaight’s men “Merry 

Christmas” or “Happy Holidays!”  Spaight was within a few feet of the generator before he noticed one of the men 

with his head stuck inside the generator housing was wearing government-issue battle dress uniform pants and 

combat boots.  Spaight handed his weapon to his chief and stepped closer to the generator. 

 “Can I give you a hand?” Spaight asked the men inside the generator. 

 “Thanks, but we’re just about done,” the Army Ranger replied.  “Some of the wiring got torn out when they 

pulled this generator out of the NBC studios inside 30 Rock.  Just needed a little finesse and some duct tape…” 

 The Ranger and the other man crawled out from inside the generator, Spaight offering his hand to help the 

Ranger back to his feet.  It took a second before the Ranger realize the man that had helped him up was wearing a 

uniform and the two-bar officer’s rank insignia displayed on its chest.  “Sir!” he said, snapping to attention and 

saluting. 

 “As you were, Master Sergeant,” Spaight ordered after returning the salute.  “SEAL Team 8 – Echo 

Platoon.  We’re your ride home after your little detour.  What is it you’re doing here, Master Sergeant?” 

 “These people were having trouble with this generator, Lieutenant,” the Ranger replied.  “Several of them 

helped me after my chute carried me here to Manhattan.  Helped clean and bandage my wound.  Fed me what little 

they could spare.”  He pointed out where bandages wrapped around his lower torso, covering a gash he had suffered 

just below his ribcage when his parachute carried him into the side of a west-side high-rise and then caught up on a 

street lamp when he landed in Manhattan.  “I probably wouldn’t have survived the first night without their help.  I 

had some of the things they needed to repair this old piece of cr…  piece of junk in my emergency kit I had hidden 

in the old recruiting office over in Times Square.” 

 “But why bring the generator out here, Master Sergeant?”Spaight asked.  “Wouldn’t it help these people 

more to tie it into the local power grid?  Get some of the lights around here up and running again.  Maybe help make 

some heat and hot water?” 

 “This generator was designed to provide power to a single television studio in the event of a blackout or 

emergency.  It couldn’t power a whole building around here, no less an entire grid block.  No, what they wanted it 

for isn’t heat or hot water.  It’s hope… and light…” 

 As the Ranger spoke, the other two men behind them still working on the generator said, “Let’s fire it up!”  

A moment later Rockefeller Plaza was filled by the sound of the diesel engine starting and rumbling to life.  Several 

seconds later, strings of lights that had been hung from the branches on the decrepit tree – invisible in the darkness – 

illuminated, casting a multi-hued glow on the buildings and faces of the people surrounding it.  Spontaneously, the 

crowd began to sing. 

 “O Christmas Tree, O Christmas Tree, your branches green delight us!” 

 Spaight looked around at the crowd, still more people emerging from other nearby buildings and joining in 

the singing, and again could not help but smile. 

 “Good work, Master Sergeant.  Now gather your gear.  We have to get you out of here and back to a field 

hospital.”  He then looked at his communications specialist and ordered, “Call for extract, Sparky.  Same LZ as 

where we landed.  Tell them we should be on site by…”  Spaight looked at his watch and realized it had been almost 

exactly midnight when the lights on the tree had been illuminated.  December 25
th

…  Christmas Day!  “Tell them 

we require extraction at 0400 hours.  That should give us enough time to reach the LZ.  You agree, Chief?” 

 “Absolutely, sir,” Spaight’s platoon chief agreed.  “Echo Platoon, form up and get ready to move out!” 

 As the Platoon of SEALs and the lost Ranger gathered together, people in the crowd started moving closer, 

each one saying some variation of “Thank you, Merry Christmas” as they shook each soldier’s hand.  Finally, after 

cutting the well-wishing short in fear they would be stuck there another day if it continued, Spaight and his chief 

took the lead once again. 

 “Platoon, move out!” the chief ordered. 

 Feeling much more at ease, the platoon of SEALs moved west along 49
th

 Street, no longer on constant 

vigilance against attack or worse.  Spaight was sorry he could do no more to help these people other than promise 



 

 

them the war would hopefully soon be won and the Augment tyrants defeated, but carried with him a deeper sense 

of hope than he had before landing in Manhattan on Christmas Eve. 

 As the SEALs marched on, Spaight heard the bells at St. Patrick’s Cathedral start to peal, and again he 

smiled. 

 

* * * 

 

Captain’s personal log, Captain Cathryn Elisabeth Pearson, recording: 

It has been so long, I had forgotten how much fun extended family gatherings could be.  

Even my daughters Elisabeth and Katerina are sitting up and enjoying meeting and 

playing with some of their older cousins. 

Hans Spaak’s idea of bringing extended family out to Starbase 719 for a mass family visit 

has been a success – more or less.  It has certainly been a boon for the shops in our 

recreation area.  Many of the stores have joined in the celebration, decorating their 

windows for the season, and not only for Christmas, but for many celebrations across a 

wide range of cultures. 

Among the people who seem concerned by the presence of one of Spaak’s guests is 

Captain K’danz of the USS Bellerophon.  Hans hosted a holiday party for the crews of 

the Sarek and the Belle aboard the Pariah yesterday evening, and his cousin, Jethro 

Spaight, told a story about one Christmas Eve from his past during the Eugenics War on 

Earth.  Apparently Carrie overheard the story and has expressed concerns when she 

realized that Jethro was from that time period, and was – for all intents and purposes, an 

augment.  However, unlike the infamous tyrants of that period – McPherson, Vasily 

Hunyadi, Khan Singh – Jethro’s augmentation was different.  Jethro was augmented as 

an adult, using an experimental gene sequencing therapy developed by the United States 

military as a test to see if they could create their own genetically engineered superior 

human to compete with the tyrants that had risen to power in forty countries throughout 

Asia, Europe, and Africa nearly simultaneously.  And due to the fact that many of Earth’s 

records were lost or distorted after the Eugenics War and the subsequent Third World 

War, much of that history remained unknown until Jethro was found aboard the SS 

Bonhomme Richard in 2380 by the crew of the USS Independence. 

 

* * * 

 

The Next Day  

Captain’s ready room 

USS Bellerophon NCC-74705 

 

 “I understand your concerns, Carrie,” Pearson said,  “However, I don’t share your worries, and neither does 

Admiral Raiajh.” 

 “You weren’t there, Cathryn!  I was aboard the old Intrepid-class Dauntless when the ship traveled back to 

that time period!  I was one of the crew who monitored the transmissions coming from the surface.  I saw the 

atrocities that were being committed in the name of ‘Superior Humanity!’  Some of our crew, including the captain, 

were forced to fight in one of the worst battles of that war.  Those like Mister Spaight can be dangerous.  There’s a 

reason Earth banned genetic engineering of humans following the Eugenics Wars.  Superior ability breeds superior 



 

 

ambition.  I’m sure you’ve read the reports and ship’s logs from both Archer’s Enterprise and Kirk’s?  It’s required 

reading at the Academy now!” 

 “Yes, I read the reports.  Not to mention, before I joined Starfleet, I studied history.  Those like Khan Singh 

and his kind were eugenically engineered before birth.  Jethro and his fellow soldiers volunteered to have their 

abilities augmented in order to fight against the tyrants that were trying to take control of the entire planet.  And you 

know from your association with Gunnery Sergeant O’Laughlin that the United States Armed Forces were 

performing numerous experiments, testing different technologies they hoped would help defeat the tyrants during 

that time period.  When the US military learned of the launch of the Botany Bay in 1996 and realized that over 

eighty of the genetic supermen and women were unaccounted for, they realized what must have happened and 

quickly organized the Bonhomme Richard’s mission and asked for volunteers from among the soldiers, sailors, and 

marines that had received the genetic modifications to hunt down the Botany Bay and stop any possibility of Khan 

Singh and his followers ever returning to Earth.” 

 K’danz still looked unconvinced by Pearson’s argument. 

 “Look,” Pearson continued.  “The crew of the Independence saw first-hand how ‘dangerous’ Jethro Spaight 

was for themselves.  Shortly after they recovered the Bonhomme Richard and brought him on board, they 

encountered a Borg ship.  If it wasn’t for Jethro Spaight, the Indy and her crew would likely have been assimilated in 

2380.  He did the job that he was trained to do and the Borg drones that boarded the ship were neutralized.  But he’s 

not of Khan Singh’s ilk.  He’s very different.  The Admiral and her husband have known him for eight years now.  

He’s married and has three kids of his own.  Jethro is no different than me, you, or Val’ri.  He’ll do what it takes to 

protect his family, but unlike those tyrants of three centuries ago, he does not crave power and he will not kill 

indiscriminately.  Ask Val if you wish, and she’ll tell you the same thing.  Better yet; talk to Jethro himself.”  

Pearson looked directly at K’danz, her eyes expressive.  “I understand your concerns, but they are unwarranted.” 

 “How can you be so sure, Cathryn?” K’danz asked.  “I’m sure the scientists that created Khan and the other 

augments were positive it was for the betterment of mankind too, and it nearly destroyed Earth civilization.” 

 “Because Starfleet Command and Starfleet Medical put him through every test they could think of to 

determine his motivations, both physical and psychological.  They tried to get him to break and lose control like the 

20
th

 century augments were prone to do when provoked.  Spaight remained even tempered throughout.  At first they 

thought it was his military training, so they put him through harder and tougher tests, tests that would break even the 

toughest warrior.  Unlike other augments, he didn’t break.  And thanks to the debrief interviews they conducted with 

him and the data from his ship’s computers, we also learned more of what happened during that time period.  The 

engineers and technicians that rushed to get the Bonhomme Richard ready for launch in less than two weeks cut 

some corners, but the memory banks included recordings and archives of much of what happened during the 

Eugenics Wars.  We learned more about the eugenic programs that were active at the time, both on the Allied side 

and overseas.  One such program was attempting to augment humans during the embryonic stage of development.  

Another, like the process Jethro went through, genetically engineered fully grown adults.  And while the mortality 

rate was higher in the second group, the military determined those augmented in adulthood tended to be more stable 

and less prone to – shall we say – bouts of godhood.  Perhaps it was because, as adults, they had already developed a 

conscience?  The augmentation enhanced their physical and mental abilities, but they never developed the sense of 

entitlement and desire to rule that the tyrants quickly exhibited.  Likewise, since the genetic engineering was still 

considered experimental, the scientists involved did not modify the entire gene structure of the volunteers.  The 

record files that were found with Jethro indicate that while most of his senses were enhanced, his eyes were not.  

You no doubt noticed the glasses he wears?”  K’danz nodded silently.  “He doesn’t wear that archaic form of sight 

correction because he wants to, but because he needs to.  Retinax wasn’t an option – turns out he’s allergic to it – 

and he declined surgical intervention.” 

 “But that still doesn’t change the fact that he’s genetically engineered, and that’s still against the law in the 

Federation,” K’danz pointed out. 

 “No, it doesn’t,” Pearson admitted.  “But likewise, Jethro is not technically a citizen of the Federation.  

He’s a representative of one of the independent governments of Bel Terra and doesn’t fall under the purview of 



 

 

Federation law.  And Jethro isn’t dangerous.  Do you think Starfleet would let him run around loose if he was 

dangerous?  More importantly, do you think Val’ri Raiajh would let him run around loose if he was dangerous?” 

 K’danz sat silently in thought for several seconds.  Finally, she looked up at Pearson and said, “No.  No, I 

don’t think Val would put her station – or her family – at risk.” 

 “So we’re good?” Pearson asked hopefully. 

 “Cathryn, I have to admit, I’m still a little suspicious.  And I hope you won’t mind if I keep an eye on 

Mister Spaight while my ship is still here.  But I won’t demand he be taken into custody like I was ready to do ten 

minutes ago.  If he can earn my trust, I’m willing to give it to him.” 

 “I’m sure that won’t be a problem,” Pearson assured.  “Would you like to go meet him now?” 

 “Can I bring my chief of security?” K’danz asked.  But when Pearson’s expression changed to shock, the 

captain of the Bellerophon raised her hands and said, “I’m kidding, Cathryn!  Only kidding!” 

 

* * * 

 

Stardate 65977.6 

23 December 2388, Earth Calendar 

 

 Amid the increasing celebrations aboard Starbase 719, the starship Dauntless had arrived at the station for 

resupply and crew transfers, quickly departing to return to its primary mission, followed closely by the departures of 

the Bellerophon and the Sarek, now under the command of her new captain.  Shortly after the departure of the three 

vessels, Raiajh was informed of the imminent arrival of another Starfleet admiral making an inspection tour of the 

sector.  To her surprise, the visiting admiral was none other than her former commanding officer aboard the USS 

Sarek, Kalin Kale, currently between assignments after having commanded the Sierra Outposts along the former 

Romulan Neutral Zone. 

 As Vice Admiral Kalin Kale and his wife, Commander Kathleen ‘Kitty’ Hawk, walked out onto the 

walkway that ringed the upper level of Ops after sharing tea with the base’s command staff in Captain Pearson’s 

office after a brief tour of the station, Kale noticed a group of cadets decorating a twenty-foot tree that had been set 

up in Ops in front of where the turbolift bank was located on the lower level and the lounge on the upper level.  He 

looked at the tree, then back to Raiajh, who had stepped out of Pearson’s office with her husband, Dr. Sylvan Xaran 

just behind Kale and his wife. 

 “A Christmas tree, Val?” the Centauri asked. 

 “Commander Spaak of the Pariah thought it would help with morale,” Raiajh explained.  “Considering last 

year at this time we were at war with the Kairn.  I allowed it on the condition that our cadets keep the tree in good 

condition.  Most of the decorations were provided by the crew, but the miniature ship ornaments were replicated by 

the cadets.” 

 Kale moved closer to the railing and looked at the tree ornaments.  Some of them were small lit models of 

various Klingon, Romulan, and other race’s vessels, but mainly replicas of Federation starships.  He even noticed a 

few Borg cubes thrown in among the mix.  He looked back at Raiajh with a mixture of amusement and surprise. 

 “You have got to be kidding, Val,” the Vice Admiral said with a chuckle.  “It looks like the Dominion War 

has broken out on your tree!” 

 Kale looked back at the tree, admiring the colors of the lights.  Being from Alpha Centauri, he himself did 

not celebrate the Earth holiday of Christmas, or any other celebration at that time of year.  In fact, having lived the 

majority of his life in space he often found it hard to remember what time of year it even was most of the time.  But 

he could still appreciate the symbolism behind the tree. 

 “Aren’t you worried about someone complaining that it’s a religious symbol and has no place in a 

government facility?” he asked. 

 “We already dealt with that issue last year.  It has been firmly established that the Federation believes in 

freedom of religion, not freedom from religion.  And besides, I’ve already cleared it with everyone who stands 



 

 

watch in Ops.  Everyone was fine with it,” Raiajh said.  “Most agreed with Spaak’s assessment that it would be a 

morale booster.  I told the cadets it needs to come down by stardate 66022.” 

 Looking back at the tree and then down into the lower level of Ops, Kale noticed one female cadet wearing 

a blue-shouldered uniform and asked, “Is it just me, or do the midshipmen look younger and younger every year?” 

 Raiajh looked over the rail and smiled as she replied, “There are no midshipmen currently aboard the 

station, Kalin.  These cadets are members of the station’s Starfleet Space Cadet Corps unit, made up of kids in the 

middle and high school grades.  The one in blue uniform down there is my daughter, Katrina.  She’s been trained in 

first aid and helps out in Infirmary One.  It is her desire to be a doctor in Starfleet one day, like her father.  In fact, 

our Fleet Cadet Corps unit may be the only cadet unit with its own medic.” 

 “Katrina finished her primary studies shortly after we arrived here and she’s been taking classes via 

subspace with Johns-Hopkins University, including pre-med,” Dr. Xaran added.  “I’m just thankful that Katrina, 

Julian, and Corrine picked up Val’s habits.  They study hard and learn quickly.” 

 Kale had known about the Raiajh and Xaran having one child, Charissa, when they were serving aboard the 

Sarek nearly two decades earlier.  He was surprised at the mention of three others.  But it was his own wife who 

asked the inevitable question; “How many children do the two of you have?” 

 “Seven,” Raiajh replied proudly.  “And one grandchild, so far.  We had another daughter we lost a few 

years ago to what we thought at the time was a holodeck accident.  It turned out to be a veiled threat against my 

brother by the Orion Syndicate, to whom he owed a large sum of money.” 

 “The Orion Syndicate?” Kale remarked in surprise.  “If you have had problems with the Syndicate, I’m 

surprised you allow any Orion vessels to dock at the station.  I noticed two Orion vessels moored in your spacedock 

when we arrived.” 

 “Neither vessel belongs to the Orions anymore,” Raiajh explained.  “Both are now privately owned 

merchant vessels.  The crew of one of those ships, the Pariah, was instrumental in bringing my brother to justice for 

his crimes, including Elayne’s death.  They occasionally run errands for me from time to time as well.  You should 

meet the Pariah’s commander.  I’ll set up a meeting with Commander Spaak and his second officer if you like.  

Perhaps over dinner?” 

 “If you believe it would be a good idea,” Kale agreed.  “But it doesn’t need to be over dinner.  Perhaps just 

an official meeting in your wardroom?” 

 “Relax, Kalin.  Neither Spaak nor his second officer are Orion,” Raiajh remarked, keeping her description 

vague on purpose.  Her former CO would find out about her own doppelganger aboard the Pariah soon enough. 

 As the conversation continued, Fleet Cadet Katrina Xaran climbed the stairs toward the group of officers, 

carrying an awkward looking item in her hands.  She first exchanged a glance with her mother before looking 

directly at Kale and said, “Excuse me, Admiral, sir.  Would you be willing to help us put the topper on the tree?” 

 Katrina offered the item she was holding – a snowman wearing a gold topped Starfleet uniform jacket – to 

Kale.  The admiral looked at the decoration and asked, “Why a snowman?  Why not a star or an angel, Cadet?” 

 “Because of how we decorated the tree, sir.  As you can see it has miniature Federation ships all over it, so 

we asked everyone who works in Ops to choose what we should top the tree off with; the emblem of the United 

Federation of Planets or Crewman Snowman.  Crewman Snowman won.” 

 “Wouldn’t Commander Harkonnen be a better choice to put the topper on the tree?” Kale asked the Fleet 

Cadet.  “He is, after all, taller than I am.” 

 “True, but you are the most senior officer present, and a guest aboard the station, and as such it is 

customary to ask you first,” Katrina replied. 

 “In that case, how can I refuse?  Will you assist me, Cadet?” Kale asked. 

 “Yes, sir,” Katrina replied, carrying Crewman Snowman as the two walked over along the walkway toward 

the top of the tree.  As they walked, Kale asked, “What is your name, Cadet?” 

 “Katrina Xaran, sir.” 

 “I’m Kalin Kale.  I served with your mother and father aboard the starship Arcturus and was their 

commanding officer when the Sarek was first commissioned.” 

 “My sister Charissa has told me some of her stories about living aboard the Sarek.” 



 

 

 Katrina handed the ornament to Kale, who leaned out over the railing to place it on the very top of the tree, 

just barely within reach.  Kitty Hawk, Kale’s wife, thought for a moment he was going to tumble over the rail and 

into the tree before the Vice Admiral finally straightened back up. 

 “How is Charissa?” Kale asked, turning back to his young companion.  “I haven’t seen her since she was a 

little girl, younger than you are now.” 

 “She’s fine, sir.  In fact, she’s here visiting with the family, thanks to Commander Spaak,” Katrina replied, 

a smile appearing on her lips.  “It’s been fun having the whole family together.  It was easier when we were in San 

Francisco and she was at Utopia Planitia.  I don’t know if my mother told you that Charissa was in Starfleet for a 

few years but resigned her commission and went back to Betazed to help with the rebuilding effort just before the 

Kairn War.” 

 “I understand you are planning to join Starfleet as well?” Kale asked as the pair started walking back to 

where Raiajh, Xaran, and Hawk were still standing. 

 “Yes, sir.  Starfleet Medical.  I want to be a doctor, like my father,” Katrina said proudly.  “I’m already 

taking pre-med classes here on the station.  Dr. T’Pannia, my father’s assistant, helps me with the class work.  And 

as part of my class work, I help out in the infirmary.” 

 Impressed with her goals, but knowing from his conversation with Raiajh that her daughter was not yet the 

minimum age for applying to the Academy, he asked, “How old are you, Katrina?” 

 “Fourteen, sir, in Earth years.  Mother tells me I was born about a day and a half after Betazed fell to the 

Dominion.  My Dad and Aunt Jill were on Betazed when it was captured.” 

 “I remember that day.  A lot of people were sure it was a sign the Federation had no hope of winning 

against the Dominion.  Fortunately we proved a lot of naysayers wrong.  And your father made it home safely.” 

 “I was too little to remember most of that war, but Charissa told me it was a difficult time that was very 

hard on my mother.  There were times she thought the war would never end and even if it did that she wouldn’t ever 

see my dad again.” 

 “Your mother wasn’t the only one who felt that way.” 

 “My siblings and I felt the same when we were on Kos’Karii during the Kairn War.  Our grandparents did 

everything they could to keep us entertained and focused on our studies.  It also gave me a much better 

understanding of what Charissa went through during the Dominion War.  I’m just thankful that the hostilities with 

the Kairn didn’t last as long as our fight with the Dominion did.” 

 “Fortunately the Kairn were somewhat more reasonable than the Founders had been,” Kale replied as the 

pair finally reached their other family members.  “Now let’s hope we can avoid putting another generation through 

the same anguish we all had to face.”  He started to smile at his wife, Xaran, and Raiajh until he noticed the look on 

Raiajh’s face, one that said she felt another war was somehow inevitable. 

 

* * * 

 

Stardate 65985.3  

 

 It had been almost ten minutes since Raiajh had read and re-read the communiqué she received from the 

USS Bellerophon, and she was still in shock.  Being a part of Starfleet meant death was a possibility at any moment, 

but when news of someone dying in the line of duty crossed Rear Admiral Raiajh’s desk, it was always a bitter pill 

to swallow.  This time, however, the news struck too close to home.  T’Ashara had been a colleague for over twenty 

years, the Vulcan science officer having reported aboard the original Arcturus around the same time as Raiajh had 

joined the crew, then serving together subsequently aboard the Arcturus-A and USS Sarek before each had moved on 

with their Starfleet careers in different ways, only to be brought back together again with the re-commissioning of 

the Federation Fifth Fleet.  Finally able to compose herself after receiving the sad news from Captain K’danz, Raiajh 

activated the intercom to the outer office, where her Aide, Marie Quintero, sat working. 



 

 

 “Marie, please contact Captain Pearson, Doctor Xaran, Lady Val, and Vice Admiral Kale and his Aide.  

Tell them I need to see them in my office in ten minutes.  Sooner, if they arrive before then.  And tell them it’s 

urgent.” 

 “Yes, Admiral,” came the reply as Raiajh deactivated the intercom.  She then stood up from behind her 

desk and turned to look out into the inky blackness beyond her window.  It was only a few moments before her 

office door opened and someone entered.  She did not need to turn around to know that it was Lady Val and had no 

doubt that she had already been on her way to the admiral’s office before Raiajh had even asked Quintero to contact 

anyone.  The two were able to pick up on each other’s mood with little effort when in relatively close proximity. 

 As her visitor walked over to stand next to her at the window, she said, “It’s not good news, is it?” 

 “I’m afraid not,” Raiajh replied before managing to croak out one additional word.  “T’Ashara.” 

 Lady Val did not say another word.  She simply took the two chairs that normally were located in front of 

the admiral’s desk and moved them toward the couch and the small round table that was off to one side.  She also 

replicated a pitcher of cold water and enough glasses for everyone she expected was about to arrive and placed them 

on the table. 

 It was about seven minutes later when the door parted and everyone else Raiajh had requested arrived.  

Raiajh turned to greet her guests before gesturing to the couch and other seats.  “Please, everyone sit,” She 

requested. 

 “What is it, Val?” Kale asked as everyone sat down.  “Is something wrong?” 

 Raiajh took a seat on the couch next to her husband, her ‘sister’ moving over to one of the chairs as the 

admiral said, “I just received a subspace communiqué from the Bellerophon.  Captain K’danz informed me that her 

chief science officer, Commander T’Ashara, has been killed in the line of duty.”  A murmur of shock and surprise 

passed among those gathered, and Xaran silently mouthed a prayer to the Deities.  Meanwhile, Raiajh continued to 

explain.  “We’ve all served with T’Ashara for a long time, so I wanted to tell you in person.  She died saving her 

ship and the lives of her shipmates and allowed the Belle to tractor beam a Morain ship they were operating with 

away from the disastrous results of a weapons test the Morain were conducting and the Belle was observing.” 

 “She died a hero,” Pearson whispered, her hand covering her mouth. 

 “What exactly happened, Val?” Kale asked. 

 “The Morain were testing a device that was designed to overload a Kairn vessel’s power grid, crippling the 

ship without killing the crew,” Raiajh explained.  “The prototype malfunctioned, and instead of neutralizing their 

test vessel, a Kairn destroyer we captured during our brief war, it ended up disabling the Belle and the Morain 

cruiser.  K’danz said her ship was crippled and her engine room flooded with delta radiation.  No one could have 

survived in there long enough to get the mains back on line.  If it wasn’t for T’Ashara’s actions getting the warp core 

re-started, all three ships would have been destroyed when the test weapon exploded and caused a subspace 

shockwave, instead of just the captured Kairn ship.” 

 “It’s hard to believe she’s gone,” Lady Val, who technically also served with T’Ashara aboard the 

Arcturus, Arcturus-A, and Sarek, said as her gaze turned to look out the large window into deep space beyond the 

station.  “I never would have believed I would one day call her my friend when we first met.” 

 At Kale’s curious look, Raiajh said, “You reported aboard the Arcturus well after both T’Ashara and I did.  

When I first met T’Ashara, I was a bit skeptical of her.  Before joining Starfleet, the Vulcans I knew from my time 

at the Vulcan Science Academy were almost as callous to me as the Deltans I grew up with.  It seemed that no 

matter where I went, because I was different, I was treated as an outsider.  T’Ashara was one of the first Vulcans 

who accepted me for who I was, not what I was or was not.  And for that, I will always remember her.” 

 The group fell silent for a moment, no one having anything to add until Kale remarked, “Then let’s 

remember her with fondness, not sadness.  Remember the good times we shared.  I propose a toast to T’Ashara!” 

 “All we have is water, Kalin,” Raiajh remarked.  “I suppose I could replicate some wine or champagne, but 

synthahol hardly seems fitting for this occasion.” 

 “You’re right.  Which is why I always come prepared.”  Kale turned to his Aide, Lt Commander DuLac 

and said, “Galen?” 



 

 

 “As thee wish, Admiral,” the Avalonian man said, lifting the briefcase he always carried for the admiral 

onto his lap and opening it, pulling out a decanter filled with a blue liquid that was stored under several padds and 

handing it to Kale.  Kale stood up and pulled the stopper out of the bottle, pouring the liquor it contained into the 

glasses Raiajh and Lady Val had set out before handing one to each person in the room. 

 “To absent friends,” Kale toasted. 

 “To T’Ashara,” Dr. Xaran emphasized. 

 Almost everyone immediately took a sip from their glass, only Raiajh pausing to sniff curiously at the 

liquid before looking at Kale, a look of amazement on her face, and asking, “Romulan Ale?  Kalin, I’m surprised.” 

 “I know, but I developed a taste for it while I was in command of the Sierra Outposts,” Kale said with a 

wink.  “Had a border ship smuggle me in a case from time to time.  Unfortunately it’s a lot harder to get a hold of 

now since the Romulan Empire has gone to hell.” 

 “It’s still available if you know where to look,” Pearson remarked with a glance toward Raiajh as she 

downed the last of her own glass. 

 Lady Val studied her own half-filled glass for a moment before looking at her ‘sister’ and remarking, 

“Toasting a Vulcan with Romulan Ale.  It somehow seems… most appropriate.” 

 “I agree,” Raiajh said as she too finished her glass. 

 

* * * 

 

Stardate 66010.9 

 

 As Kale’s visit to Starbase 719 was coming to a close, he assigned his Aide, Lt Commander DuLac, to 

work directly with Raiajh’s Aide Lt Commander Quintero to arrange an Admiral’s Call for all off-duty station 

personnel.  Trying to locate an area of the station large enough to handle all the crew that would be present, Quintero 

first showed DuLac the sports stadium in the botanical garden area, which was designed to hold up to 3,500 people.  

DuLac felt the location seemed too formal for what Kale had in mind and too small for the number of people the 

admiral expected to attend his Call. 

 “Where doest thou normally hold gatherings large in nature?” the Avalonian officer asked as the pair left 

the stadium. 

 “We haven’t had a lot of large gatherings here, Galen,” Quintero admitted.  “The only major events we 

have held here were to celebrate the station’s activation and a New Year’s party on the first anniversary of the 

station coming on-line.  We couldn’t do anything last year due to the war and the station’s partial occupation by the 

Kairn.  But the times we have had major crew gatherings, it’s normally held over there.” 

 Quintero pointed at an area of the garden between the so-called trout pond and the boating lake, a relatively 

flat area of the botanical garden bordered by pine trees. 

 “We set up a stage in the area between the wings of the central hub structure and the crew can fill in on the 

open field.  We fit upwards of half the Starfleet crew for the New Year’s celebration over there.” 

 The pair of lieutenant commanders walked the short distance to where Quintero pointed out.  DuLac 

gauged the area’s size and visibility, finally saying, “This place will suit Admiral Kale’s needs agreeably.” 

 

* * * 

 

 In her office above Ops, Rear Admiral Raiajh was still unsure why Kale requested an Admiral’s Call with 

the entire starbase crew.  She knew her little switch with Lady Val a few days earlier had finally gotten the message 

through to the Centauri that she had no intention of leaving her post, at least not for a few more years.  Was it 

possible Kale simply told her what she wanted to hear and still went behind her back to gain command of the 

starbase?  She could not believe her former CO and shipmate would stoop to such an act, particularly after telling 

her how impressed he was with how well the station was being run – predominantly in light of the in-flux of 



 

 

Romulan refugees after the Hobus incident and the recent war against the Kairn – and would be filing a very 

favorable report with Starfleet Command en route to his next assignment. 

 “I guess I’ll find out what Kalin wants to talk about along with the rest of the crew,” she said to herself 

before trying to return her attention to the work at hand. 

 

* * * 

 

 The next evening, after most of the senior staff shared dinner and conversation with Admiral Kale and his 

wife Kitty in the Bastogne Lodge, they all headed down to the Botanical Garden, where a stage had been set up with 

several chairs and a podium.  Many of the off-duty crew were already gathered in the open area in front of the stage.  

To Raiajh it almost looked like some of the old images she had seen growing up at the embassy in Sausalito of the 

crowd at the mid-20
th

 century music festival called Woodstock, but with less mud. 

 As Kale, Hawk, Pearson, Harkonnen, Dr. Xaran, and Raiajh walked out onto the stage, Captain Pearson 

approached the podium while the others sat down on the chairs off to one side.  Pearson waited a couple of minutes 

until the scheduled time of the Admiral’s Call, then announced in a voice amplified by the garden’s public address 

system, “Ladies and gentle-beings, Vice Admiral Kalin Kale.” 

 Immediately everyone in front of and on the stage stood at attention.  Kale moved over to the podium, 

thanking Pearson for her introduction, then announced, “As you were.”  The crew relaxed, many in the front rows 

closest to the stage sitting down on the grass. 

 “I intend to be brief this evening.  I know many of you have just gotten off duty a short time ago or will be 

going on duty in the next few hours, and I do not wish to waste your time.  I will have time for a few questions 

following what I have to say.  First, I want to thank Rear Admiral Raiajh, Captain Pearson, their command staff, and 

all of you for the hospitality you have extended to my wife, Counselor Hawk, and myself.  I will have much to 

report upon my return to Starfleet Command in San Francisco, almost all of it positive.  I intend to submit the 

highest possible inspection evaluation.” 

 Kale started clapping, turning to face the other officers on the stage and making it clear the applause was 

meant for them.  The gathered crew quickly joined in. 

 After several minutes of applause, Kale continued, “I was very impressed by this station’s mission and 

abilities.  So much so, in fact, that as I told Admiral Raiajh over dinner tonight, I plan on becoming more involved in 

the operations of Starbase 719 and the Federation Fifth Fleet.  Upon my return to Earth I will assume the duties of 

my new assignment, Fleet Liaison between Starfleet Command and the Federation Council and the Federation Fifth 

Fleet.  And, if everything works out as planned, I will be returning to this station in a greater capacity sometime in 

the relatively near future.” 

 As Raiajh listened to Kale tell the assembled crew of his new duties at Starfleet regarding the Fifth Fleet 

from her seat to the side of the stage, she knew things needed to be done both aboard the station and in San 

Francisco to make sure the eventual transition would happen smoothly over the next several years.  Primary among 

them was the latest round of crew promotions that she told Quintero needed to be scheduled for shortly after 

Admiral Kale’s departure from the station.  She had started listing other tasks that needed to be accomplished in her 

head when she was pulled from her reverie by Kale formally calling her up to the podium.  She looked around, at 

first confused to be asked to step to the podium.  After all, she had not prepared any remarks for the occasion.  It 

took her own husband prodding her to get her to her feet to join Kale at the middle of the stage. 

 Nervous at first because she had no idea what Kale had in mind, she began to relax as she heard her 

husband’s voice in her head telling her that all would be well. 

 Kale picked up a padd that his Aide DuLac had placed on the podium when everything was set up earlier in 

the day, then looked at Raiajh and said, “This is long overdue, Val.  I’m glad I had a hand in making this happen.”  

The butterflies suddenly returned to Raiajh’s stomach as she wondered what exactly was happening. 

 Kale activated the padd and, his voice again amplified by the public address system, started to read. 

 “To Raiajh, Rear Admiral Val’ri.  Effective Stardate 66013.7, in recognition of your accomplishments and 

responsibilities as commander of Starbase 719 and Starfleet Coordinator for the entire Typhon Sector, you are 



 

 

hereby promoted to the rank of Vice Admiral, Starfleet, with all rights, duties, and privileges accorded such rank.  

Signed, Akaar, L. J., Fleet Admiral, Commander, Starfleet.” 

 The starbase crew broke out in uproarious applause.  Raiajh, unprepared for what she had just heard, 

simply stood frozen where she was as Kale removed the two-pip rank device from her uniform and replaced it with a 

three-pip device identical to his own.  He then said, “Congratulations, Vice Admiral Raiajh.” 

 Raiajh stood in front of her long-time friend and colleague still in shock.  After all her time as a flag officer, 

she had finally gotten resigned to the fact that she would retire from Starfleet at the rank she had held since 2376. 

 Finally regaining some of her senses, Raiajh acknowledged Kale with a slight nod of her head, knowing the 

Centauri cultural disdain for shaking hands, before she turned to face the crew to address the audience.  Just as she 

stepped up behind the podium, wondering what she would say, her aide Marie Quintero stepped up to the podium 

and placed a padd in front of her before pressing something into the palm of her right hand. 

 “You told me to arrange a time for the promotion ceremony.  Now seemed as good a time as any,” 

Quintero said with a smile as she backed off the stage. 

 Raiajh looked down at the box in her hand and noticed a large quantity of rank pips, both solid and hollow.  

Apparently, thanks to the efficiency of her Flag Aide, she was not the only member of Starbase 719’s crew that 

would be receiving a promotion that evening.  She activated the padd, and then invited Kale to join her – the 

Centauri handing out the new rank insignia as Raiajh read off each name – promoting numerous junior officers to 

the ranks of lieutenant and lieutenant (junior grade). 

 Noticing there was still one more rank insignia remaining in the box, Kale leaned over and quietly said to 

Raiajh, “It looks like your Aide may have miscounted.” 

 “Not necessarily,” Raiajh replied, just as quietly, letting the suspense build up just a little bit more.  “Just as 

I’m sure Galen understands the way you work after so many years together, Marie understands the way I do things.  

Would you do the honor of announcing the name for the final scheduled promotion for this evening?  It would look 

too partial if it were coming directly from me.” 

 Kale moved back behind the podium and read the name on the padd once to acquaint himself with the name 

he would announce.  Upon seeing the name, he realized Raiajh was right.  He looked over toward the officers seated 

on the side of the stage and announced, “Dr. Sylvan Xaran, front and center.” 

 Xaran rolled his eyes as he stood up and walked over to join his wife and Kale.  In her mind, the newly 

promoted Vice Admiral heard her husband musing about another promotion he did not particularly deserve.  Raiajh, 

however, had made sure her husband’s paperwork had been properly submitted after reading the commendation that 

Colonel Sean McIntyre had written regarding Dr. Xaran’s actions in the Lodge during the battle to re-claim the 

starbase in the early weeks of the Kairn War. 

 Raiajh listened as Kale read the accompanying citation, listing the specifics behind her husband’s 

promotion to the rank of captain.  On a large starbase such as 719, it was not uncommon for the Chief Medical 

Officer to be a full captain.  Raiajh amused herself by projecting the thought to her husband that the promotion 

meant he would now be eligible for an even larger set of quarters that he would never use.  Xaran tried to stifle a 

snicker as he allowed Kale to place the new insignia on his uniform just below the department colored yoke, 

prompting a concerned look from the Centauri, then acknowledged both Kale and Raiajh before returning to his seat.  

Raiajh then stepped back behind the podium.  There was still one more unexpected promotion to be awarded. 

 “Several times during the years I’ve known my first officer,” Raiajh said, again addressing the crew, “she 

has played for me an ancient Terran song enough times that I remember the words.  Those words pretty much sum 

up how I wish to begin.  They were simple, yet conveyed so much.  ‘So hard to earn, so easily burned.’
2
  While the 

song spoke of respect, this analogy can also easily be applied to trust.  And when trust is broken, it can be even 

harder to earn back.  When Admiral Kale and I first entered Starfleet, so many decades ago, there was a man serving 

in Starfleet who occasionally pushed that trust as close to the proverbial breaking point as possible, and lived to tell 

his tale another day.  Today that man is considered a legend.  Yet, when another man tried to walk in that legendary 

man’s footsteps during the Dominion War – who did what he did to save us from our own shortsightedness – he was 

punished and nearly forced out of the Fleet for his actions.  It has taken a long time for that man to earn that trust 

again, to the point of wondering at times if it was something that could even be done?  To this day, there are still 



 

 

those who feel that he should never have been given a second chance to try.  Others, like myself, understood the 

sacrifices he made, especially to his own career, to keep the Federation out of the grasp of the Dominion.” 

 Raiajh paused for a moment, looking to the side of the stage where Pearson, Harkonnen, and her husband 

Dr. Xaran sat.  Both her first officer and her strategic operations officer had looks of amazement on their faces. 

  “Commander Konstantin Dimitrievich Harkonnen, front and center.” 

 Harkonnen had a slightly nervous look on his face as he stood up and walked over to the two admirals.  

Stepping up to Raiajh, he stood as straight as he could, while Raiajh addressed him directly. 

 “Commander Harkonnen, it is with great pleasure that I bestow upon you a field promotion to the rank of 

Captain, Starfleet, with all the rights, responsibilities, and privileges accorded said rank.  Congratulations, Captain 

Harkonnen.”  As Raiajh shook her strategic operations officer’s hand, the height difference between the two a stark 

contrast to those observing, she quietly said to him, “I’ll have your new rank insignia for you as soon as this 

Admiral’s Call is over.  Come see me in my office at your earliest convenience.” 

 “Thanks, Val.  You don’t know how much this means to me… to us,” Harkonnen replied quietly, nodding 

in the direction of his wife, Cathryn Pearson.  Then, as Harkonnen returned to his seat and a tight hug from his wife, 

Admiral Kale moved back beside Raiajh and whispered into her tapered ear as the starbase crew broke into 

thunderous applause. 

 “You KNOW the admiralty is not going to be happy once they hear about this, don’t you?” 

 “A vice admiral can get away with some things a rear admiral never could,” Raiajh replied quietly.  “He 

deserves this promotion.  He was punished for what he did for far too long.  And what he did helped preserve the 

Federation.  You’ll back me up on this, won’t you, Kalin?” 

 “Of course I will.  I just hope it doesn’t eventually come back around to bite us in the end.”  Kale then 

stepped back behind the podium and activated the public address once again as he said to the starbase crew, “Now 

that we have all our promotions out of the way, I’m opening the floor to questions.  Yes, you in the red uniform…?” 

 

* * * 

 

Stardate 66047.4 

 

 The woman looked at her reflection in the polished doors of the turbolift.  The mirrored surface allowed her 

to see that her red-shouldered uniform was straight and unwrinkled and her rank pip straight.  A few weeks earlier 

she was still a newbie, fresh out of the Academy in what was derogatorily called the ‘secretarial pool,’ the group of 

recent Academy graduates awaiting assignment as an aide aboard some starship or starbase, filling in for more 

senior officers who were either on sick-call or leave until receiving their own permanent assignment.  She was still 

surprised that she was selected for a permanent assignment so soon, she had graduated the Academy only seven 

months earlier and the average amount of time spent in the ‘pool’ was twelve to eighteen months, but what she did 

not understand was why she was being assigned to a mere captain when most of the young officers in her line of 

work received prestigious assignments to flag officers.  She was hoping that Vice Admiral Raiajh, the commander of 

the base, would shed some light on the situation. 

 Ensign Esther Adler stepped out of the turbolift and looked around Ops.  She noticed the admiral standing 

at the master situations console in the center of the space, along with two other officers wearing command-red 

uniforms; a dark-haired female lieutenant commander and a man with the insignia of a captain on his uniform. 

 Adler stepped aside for the turbolift’s only other passenger, the station’s assistant chief of operations 

Lieutenant Ashari Pel – who was returning to duty for the first time since the birth of her daughter T’Mera – to pass.  

Noticing that the ensign looked out of place, Pel paused and asked, “Can I help you with something, Ensign?” 

 “It’s my first time here.  I’m Ensign Esther Adler,” she said.  “I’ve been assigned to work with Captain 

Pearson.” 

 “I’m Lieutenant Ashari Pel,” the un-joined Trill woman said in way of introduction.  “Welcome aboard 

Starbase 719.  Captain Pearson’s office is up those stairs on the left.  She should be expecting you.” 



 

 

 Pel glanced up toward the upper level and was surprised to see that the offices up there had been modified 

in her absence, Pearson’s office now extending inward in the same design as Raiajh’s office with its outer reception 

room. 

 Hearing voices near the turbolift bank, Raiajh looked over and noticed the ensign and Lt. Pel talking.  

“Welcome back, Ashari,” she called over.  “How’s T’Mera?” 

 “Fine, Admiral,” Pel replied, moving toward the center of Ops.  “It was hard to leave her, but I’m ready to 

return to duty.” 

 Raiajh nodded in agreement and replied, “I understand all too well.”  She then nodded toward the upper 

level and added, “B’Elanna is in her office upstairs.  She asked you stop in and see her so she can bring you back up 

to speed before you start your shift today.” 

 “Thank you, ma’am,” Pel said as she started up the stairs toward the office of the station’s chief of 

operations.  Meanwhile, Raiajh turned her attention on the new ensign, who was still standing near the turbolifts and 

looking unsure of herself. 

 “Join us, Ensign Adler,” she said, gesturing toward the master situations console.  “Captain Pearson will be 

along in a few minutes.” 

 “Yes, ma’am,” Adler responded as she walked over to the three senior officers.  Once the ensign had joined 

them, Raiajh introduced herself and the other two. 

 “I’m Vice Admiral Val’ri Raiajh, base commander and Starfleet coordinator for the Typhon Sector.  This 

gentleman to my left is the Sector’s Strategic Operations Officer, Captain Konstantin Harkonnen, and to my right is 

my Flag Aide, Lieutenant Commander Marie Quintero.” 

 “Nice to meet you,” Adler responded uncertainly. 

 As the three senior officers returned their attention to the task they were performing, Raiajh occasionally 

explaining what they were doing to the new ensign, Adler remained ill-at-ease while waiting for Pearson to join 

them.  Quintero took notice of Adler’s attitude and walked around the console to stand next to her. 

 “May I call you Esther,” Quintero asked.  Adler nodded silently.  “Relax, Esther.  You will be fine.  I can 

see how nervous you are.  I was frightened when I was assigned to the newly-minted Commodore Raiajh more than 

fifteen years ago,” Quintero said quietly. 

 “It’s not that I’m really nervous,” Adler admitted, equally as quietly.  “It’s just that I always thought I 

would be assigned to a flag officer.  I never expected to be assigned as Aide to a Captain.” 

 Raiajh, who had overheard the conversation, looked up and said, “Captain Pearson is a good officer, and 

I’m sure one day soon will be promoted to flag rank.  Out here, on the edge of the frontier, she’s doing the job a flag 

officer would normally perform and as such can use someone with your training.  Provided the two of you work well 

together, you are going to be a great asset to her, Ensign.  Perhaps her greatest ally.  Marie has been my aide since I 

was promoted to Commodore before the Dominion War.  I don’t think I could have accomplished half of what I’ve 

done without her help.” 

 Quintero gave the admiral a smile before turning back to Adler and saying, “While I feel the Admiral is 

exaggerating a bit, what we do is beneficial to the way a senior officer is able to function in their job.  You just need 

to learn what the Captain needs and be able to provide it before she even knows she needs it.  Don’t worry.  If you 

have questions, just seek me out.  I’ll be right across Ops.” 

 Raiajh activated the three-dimensional holographic display.  Projected in the air between them appeared a 

grid star chart of the Fifth Fleet Area of Responsibility with Starbase 719 at its lower end.  Since they had to wait 

for Pearson anyway, the admiral figured she might as well use the time to give Ensign Adler a brief introduction to 

the station’s mission. 

 “Displayed here is the area of space that falls under the jurisdiction of this starbase.”  She pointed with her 

finger at the icon of the base near the bottom and explained, “This is the starbase, located in the Typhon Sector, 

bordered by sectors Typhon-A, -B, and -C.  Our call sign is Home Plate.  Rim-ward, beyond the Typhon Expanse, is 

Romulan space and the majority of the Federation.  Core-ward are the sectors our Fleet is assigned to survey and 

explore.”  She pointed at a broken curved line not far from the location of the starbase and added, “This is the 

boundary of Kairn space, which we try to avoid entering, and just beyond that is the Morain Alliance, with whom 



 

 

we are allied in the interests of cooperation and mutual defense.  Beyond Morain space, approximately one hundred 

light years distant, is Sector 50110, where the Kairn homeworld is located in the Alpha Rianus system.  Until further 

notice, Sector 50110 is off limits to all ships departing from this starbase.” 

 Raiajh pressed a button on the console and the star chart was replaced by small holographic representations 

of various starships. 

 “The following ships are currently home-ported here,” she explained.  “As a result, you will definitely have 

to interact with their crews at one time or another.  First there’s the Fleet flagship, the USS Dauntless.  Admiral 

Penji Fil, our fleet commander, maintains his flag aboard that particular vessel most of the time.  The other Starfleet 

vessels assigned to the Fifth Fleet include the starships Sarek, Besiege, Bellerophon, Triton, and Corsair.  Three 

other vessels, the USS Lexington, USS Arizona and USS Sun Tzu have recently been assigned to the Fleet and will be 

reporting to the AOR in the coming weeks.  We also operate with two ‘foreign’ vessels, the Klingon warship Hem 

bortaStaH, on special assignment with the Federation Fifth Fleet courtesy of the Klingon High Council, and the 

UFNS Vedrex, a former Romulan warbird that has been re-flagged as a non-Starfleet Federation research vessel in 

order to prevent it and its Romulan crew from being claimed by either the Klingon Empire after their invasion of 

Romulan space or the Romulan warlords that are trying to gain control of the Empire.” 

 Raiajh pressed another control and the starships were replaced by various smaller holographic vessels.  

Two of them were nearly identical and appeared to be Orion in design, while the others were simply civilian 

merchant vessels. 

 “We also have several civilian-owned ships which call Starbase 719 home most of the time.  They also 

contract with the base command on some occasions – delivering non-vital cargoes, running errands, occasionally 

transporting Starfleet personnel around the AOR.  The first two, and the ones you are most likely to interact with the 

crews of, are the IMV Pariah and the IMV Wildcat.  Both are former Orion ships now owned and operated by 

Commander Hans Spaak.  Spaak has also flagged another ship, the IMV Graceful Flyer – an older model warbird 

also manned by an entirely Romulan crew who fled their crumbling Empire after the Hobus incident – which mainly 

makes runs between the starbase and the two Romulan colony worlds in the AOR.  Our final two resident ships are 

simple cargo vessels.  The Cargo Carrier Erstwhile often docks here, but beware; its captain – one Thadian Okona – 

has a reputation as a ‘Ladies Man.’  The other cargo ship that recently started often making port here belongs to a 

man named Captain Charles Hunter.  His transport ship, the Cassandra, has made several runs between the base and 

the Morain Alliance, but I know little about either Hunter or his ship other than rumors which claim he’s anything 

from a pirate to a privateer.  I just chalk him up as another rogue freighter captain.” 

 As Raiajh wrapped up her quick briefing, she noticed one of the turbolift doors open and Captain Cathryn 

Pearson step out.  She walked right over to where the small group was gathered at the master console and said, 

“Sorry for the delay, Admiral.  Colonel McIntyre was giving me an update on matters regarding the Marine battalion 

assigned to the base.  He would like to meet with you sometime before the end of the week as well.” 

 “Marie, contact Mack and make an appointment for me during Alpha shift sometime in the next three 

days,” Raiajh said. 

 “Yes, Admiral,” Quintero replied, jotting down a reminder on her padd. 

 “Now, shall we begin with the watch turnover?” Raiajh said.  “First, Cathryn, I would like to introduce you 

to Ensign Esther Adler.”  Pearson smiled and nodded at the young ensign, who nodded back.  “She’s going to be 

your new Aide, though due to your rank she’ll be referred to as your Yeoman of course.  She’s had the same training 

as Marie and will be assisting you in the same way Marie has assisted me for the past 15 years.” 

 “I’m handling everything fine,” Pearson insisted.  “A yeoman isn’t necessary, Val.” 

 “You are running yourself ragged, Cathryn,” Raiajh pointed out.  “You are trying to do the job of several 

people, just to prove that you can.  But there’s nothing to prove, Cathryn.  Not to me.  Not to Kalin.  You’ve earned 

what you have by your own merits.  I’m not telling you to rest on your laurels.  You will still need to challenge 

yourself and prove yourself, but you’ve earned what you have and all that comes with it.  And, that includes an aide.  

Believe me, within the next couple of years you are going to be taking on more and more responsibilities.  Without 

the help of an aide, you are setting yourself up for failure.  And you need not worry you will lose Ensign Adler just 



 

 

as you get used to working with her.  Because of her training, she will remain assigned to you for as long as the both 

of you agree, even if and when you are promoted to the admiralty.” 

 “No one expected me to get even this far,” Pearson remarked.  “Even Kalin was surprised when he arrived 

and saw the four pips on my uniform.  The admiralty?  It’s a nice dream, but I doubt that.” 

 “Don’t think like that!” Raiajh scolded.  “There was a time you believed you would never be promoted 

beyond lieutenant.  Look at you now!  You are both a commanding officer of a front-line starship and the first 

officer of an Ournal-class starbase – the largest class of starbase in the entire Starfleet!  You don’t know what the 

future holds.  Look at me.  I thought I would never be promoted any further, considering I was a rear admiral for 

twelve years.  I sat by and watched both Kalin and Penji not only reach the admiralty, but then surpass me in rank.  

Who knows what the future holds for you?” 

 “Perhaps you’re right, Val,” Pearson conceded.  “I of all people should know that we don’t know what 

tomorrow holds.” 

 With Pearson more accepting of having a yeoman assigned to her, Raiajh began her turnover briefing, 

describing anything unusual that had occurred during Alpha shift, then mentioned that the Besiege was due to dock 

at the station around 1800 hours.  When she was finished she waited for any questions.  When there were none, it 

was Pearson who spoke next, saying, “I’m ready to relieve you, Admiral.” 

 “I am ready to be relieved, Captain,” Raiajh responded. 

 “I relieve you, Admiral.” 

 “I stand relieved.  I’ll be in my office for a while yet if you need me.”  Raiajh then turned and headed up 

the stairs and into her office door, Lt Commander Quintero close behind her, hoping to complete some overdue 

paperwork before heading back to her quarters for the evening. 

 

* * * 

 

Stardate 66055.4 

0530 Hours Station Time 

First Officer’s Quarters 

Station Habitat Section H2 

 

 Cathryn Elisabeth Pearson was up early, wanting to surprise her husband by making his favorite breakfast 

for his birthday without the use of a replicator.  She was not sure how she was going to accomplish this particular 

feat, as she never actually cooked anything before.  Even a hundred years ago, before the USS Arcturus was lost in 

time, her parents were using an early version of a replicator for meal preparation.  She looked at the directions in the 

cookbook she had surreptitiously purchased in one of the recreation area shops the previous morning and it looked 

easy enough.  But as she was mixing the batter, she heard someone knock on the door of her quarters instead of 

using the chime, which was strange. 

 Putting the bowl of batter down on the kitchen counter, Pearson went to the door and pressed a button to 

activate an intercom connection to outside in the corridor.  “Who’s there?” she asked quietly, trying not to wake up 

either Konstantin or their infant girls. 

 “It’s Lady Val and Chef,” came the reply in equally hushed tones. 

 Pearson opened the door and allowed her early morning visitors entry.  Whispering, she asked, “What are 

you doing here this time of the morning?” 

 “Saving you from embarrassment,” Lady Val replied.  “When your counterpart on the Independence in my 

original reality tried this, she set off the fire suppression system in her quarters and alarms all over the ship.  So I 

decided to loan you Chef for an hour to help you out.” 

 While Chef walked into the kitchen and started inspecting Pearson’s effort thus far, Pearson turned to Lady 

Val and asked, “How did you know I was doing this today?” 

 “Chef was in one of the shops in the Rec Area yesterday morning and saw you purchase the cookbook,” 

Val replied.  “He put 2 and 2 together and suggested to me we might want to intervene.” 



 

 

 “Oh,” was all Pearson could say before the two women quietly moved into the kitchen to continue working on 

Harkonnen’s special birthday breakfast. 

 “Too many eggs and not enough flour,” Chef remarked without looking up as soon as Pearson entered the 

kitchen.  “And you haven’t mashed the bananas enough.  But I can salvage this.” 

 Pearson was thankful for the help.  With her usual luck she would probably have done the same in this reality as 

her counterpart had done aboard the Independence.  “Thank you for your help, it’s really appreciated. Truthfully, I have 

never even tried to cook anything before, but I wanted to do something special for Konstantin.” 

 The El-Aurian chef replied, “It’s not a problem.  Just consider it a cooking lesson.” 

 As Pearson assisted Chef as best she could, Lady Val offered to get the girls up, dressed, and ready for breakfast 

so Harkonnen could sleep in a little longer.  The Vulcan-Deltan woman went into the bedroom where the twin girls were 

sleeping and the door closed behind her, leaving Chef and Pearson to their task. 

 “Did I really mess up?” Pearson asked. 

 “I’ve seen worse,” Chef replied as he beat the mixture in the bowl by hand, whisking it several times in one 

direction before reversing, repeating the same number again, then reversing again.  After a short time he put down the 

bowl and started heating a griddle on the kitchen stove and melting butter on it before carefully pouring the mixture into 

precisely sized circles.  In what seemed like no time, the two had more than enough pancakes made and Lady Val had the 

twins set in their high chairs near the table. 

 “It looks like we’ve made too much,” Pearson remarked, staring at the huge stack of pancakes. 

 “No worries,” Chef remarked.  “I have it on good authority that your Chief of Operations, Commander Torres, is 

fond of banana pancakes.  I’ll bring some to her and Miral.” 

 After Chef placed two small stacks of pancakes on separate plates, the sound of sheets being ruffled in the next 

room indicated Harkonnen was waking up.  Lady Val held her finger to her lips in a shushing motion, then she and Chef 

slipped quietly out the door with the two plates of pancakes just as Harkonnen finally emerged from the bedroom wearing 

a robe and yawning, sleep still in his eyes. 

 “I couldn’t sleep any longer, because I smell banana pancakes,” he said. 

 “Take a seat,” Pearson invited.  “I wanted to do something special for your birthday today, so I decided to make 

you one of your favorite breakfasts.” 

 The two infant girls giggled and both said “Da-da” after Harkonnen gave them each a kiss on the cheek.  As he 

moved around the table, he noticed both Tuesday and Aleksander, the family’s two Russian blue cats, lounged underneath 

hoping to catch a morsel or two that may ‘accidently’ land on the deck. 

 Finally kissing his wife, Harkonnen said, “Thank you, Kitty Cat.  I’m sure I’ll love them.” 

 As Harkonnen sat down in the seat between his wife and two daughters, he reached over and grabbed several of 

the pancakes with a fork and put them on his plate.  As she watched him, a sudden look of embarrassment came across 

Pearson’s face. 

 “I have a small confession,” she said.  “Lady Val and Chef helped me make these.” 

 “I know, Kitty Cat,” Harkonnen said with a smile as he took a bite of his breakfast. 

 “How did you know?” Pearson asked. 

 “Because the fire alarms haven’t gone off,” Harkonnen said with a grin around his next bite of pancake.  “And 

even if you had made them by yourself, I would have still love them.” 

 “I doubt I would have served them if they were burnt.  And likely be upset that I messed up something so 

simple.” 

 “Let’s just enjoy this wonderful breakfast.” 

 Pearson nodded, then grabbed a small stack of pancakes for herself, the two adults enjoying breakfast with their 

twin girls. 

 

The End 

 

 
1 Opening score from ‘The Marriage of Figaro’ Listen at    http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=59Rq77OyFSI   

   
2 From ‘The Garden’, © 2012 Clockwork Angels, Rush;  Listen at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GxlRQiYbRfg  
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